


God’s word to us is, “Go forward,”
and this word we are to obey, though 
we shall meet with obstacles seemingly 
as insurmountable as the Red Sea. 
Let us trust the Lord God of heaven to 
open the way before His people.
Ellen Gould White
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EDITORIAL

I am deliriously happy to see Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions breaking barriers and 

moving forward confidently. The adage ‘Fortune favours the bold’ is true. There is nothing that can 

stop the Lowry juggernaut from moving forward, going on dauntlessly from one project to another… 

leaving the beholder spellbound.  All these things have been possible by the astounding vision and 

the impeccable planning of our College President, Prof. M Ravindra Shankar along with his team of able 

administrators who have made the prestigious college scale new heights. 

“Santalum” brings out the outstanding achievements of Lowry Memorial College. I am sure through 

the pages the avid readers will get a bird’s- eye view of Lowry and its architectural wonders. 

 We would like to place on record our appreciation and heartfelt thanks to the College President, 

Prof. M Ravindra Shankar for his valuable guidance and whole-hearted support in bringing out 

this fourth edition. We are grateful to the judicious management for giving us financial assistance, 

encouragement and a carte blanche in this endeavour.

I thank the faculty and students for their creative contribution. Conclusively, I thank the Editorial Team 

for their industrious work in making this effort an overwhelming success. We truly hope that the pages 

that follow will make an interesting read.

Mrs. Julie Joel
Editor - in - Chief
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

We have come to the end of another academic year and as I pen my thoughts, I cannot 

help but be amazed by the benevolence and grace of God that has sustained the Lowry 

Group of Institutions through the academic year 2018-19. It was yet another year filled with 

challenging encounters, but God’s limitless power and strength was always more than 

sufficient to see us through every trial.

We have been given the noble commission of educating, mentoring, training and 

nurturing the young people to become an asset to the nation and to humanity at large. In 

the words of Ed Markey, a senator from Massachusetts, USA, “education is not only a ladder 

of opportunity, but it is also an investment in our future”. When we extend to children and 

young adults the gift of knowledge, we not only guarantee their hopes of a bright career, 

but also improve the prospects of a secure future for the society as a whole. True education 

endeavours to create people who rise above their selfish dreams and work towards making 

the world a better place for generations to come. 

The mission of ‘service to society’ has always been pivotal to Lowry Memorial College and 

Group of Institutions. For more than a century, this establishment has continued to mentor 

young minds to take up the mantle of leadership in society with integrity and hard work. 

To support this cause and take this institution to greater heights, the management, staff, 

and faculty have worked tirelessly through the past few years to improve our academic 

standard, infrastructure and facilities. 

By the grace of God, the incessant prayers and encouragement of our parents and 

wellwishers, and the diligent efforts and determination of the management and staff, 

this year saw the completion of a few more projects, namely: the Sports Complex, the 

Dispensary and Guest Rooms, the Montessori Block, the Central Library for Schools and the 

renovation and facelift of the Lowry Higher Secondary School (ICSE/ISC). 

As we continue to grow, expand and build our youth for the future, we pray that God 

continues to work out His plans for this institution, for His glory and honour. I urge our 

parents and wellwishers to continue to support and uphold this institution in their prayers.

God bless.

Prof. M. Ravindra Shankar 
President
Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions



What a special milestone as you celebrate the accomplishments that brings you to this point in your life. Gratitude 
and appreciation go to the family and friends; faculty and staff of this college who have helped you on this 
journey and a big thank you is extended to all.

As you look to the future with great anticipation, remember that God provides each of us with opportunities 
and challenges. For the opportunities ahead, and in face of future challenges, I would like to offer these words of 
advice: Study God’s Word diligently, take care of your health, and maintain a mind-set to serve.

We are living in exciting times as part of the Seventh-day Adventist movement. Adventist education is preparing 
you to be good citizens in this world and also for eternity. “All who become learners in the school of Christ 
excel both in the quality and the extent of their education.  ‘The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom’ 
(Proverbs 9:10).  A knowledge of God and his requirements will open the understanding of the student to realize his 
responsibilities to God and to the world. To this end he will feel that his talents must be developed in that way 
which will produce the very best results.” (Christian Education, p. 246)

We have been given the gracious gift of the health message and you can also share and emphasise this message 
with the whole world through your involvement in these initiatives.  Health, if well preserved, through healthy 
lifestyle choices and empowered by God’s grace, will produce wonderful results and the work of the Holy Spirit, 
your many prayers, and your talents developed and educated for God’s use, will produce great things!  For “God 
has given you an opportunity to fill a high destiny. Your influence may tell for the truth of God...” (Messages to 
Young People, p. 21)

As you look back, recall God’s many blessings. As you look forward, remember Christ’s promise of life in Heaven 
with Him for eternity - a very long and glorious lifetime!

May God continue to bless each of you as together we look forward to Christ’s sure return!

With kind Christian regards

Elder Ted N. C. Wilson
President
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
Silver Spring, MD, USA

MESSAGE

MESSAGES
FROM CHURCH LEADERS

GENERAL CONFERENCE
WORLD HEADQUARTERS
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Dear Lowry Memorial College Family

I have visited the beautiful campus of Lowry Memorial College in a span of three years.  On my first Sabbath 
worship, I was left with deep impressions of a mature institution which has rendered years of quality Christian 
education and is now heading towards a bright future.  I was enthused when I was exposed to the masterplan 
model of the new campus.

On my second visit a year later, the campus was literally a beehive of active construction. Standing in front of the 
new administrative building, I sighed to myself, “What a beautiful campus this will be”!

On my third visit, I can confirm that Lowry Memorial College stood before me as a garden of hospitality as I 
relished the wonderful palatable Indian dishes at their homes. I witnessed their love for one another after a close 
interaction with the faculty and staff.  

The aura of the college depicts deep spirituality and conducive environment for academic excellence.  I was 
impressed with the creativity of the students in a couple of projects, which I was invited to participate. The new 
classrooms, dormitories and other new facilities are just a delight.

I was excited to note that the staff and faculty were united in working towards achieving the Vision and Mission 
of the Institution.

It is a blessing to visit LMC.  Now I know why everyone who graduates from Lowry is proud of his or her heritage.  
I carry deep positive impressions that will remain with me for a long time. I thank Prof. M Ravindra Shankar and 
his strong administrative team for standing as a beacon of light in Bengaluru, India and beyond.

God bless you all!

Dr. Geoffrey Gabriel Mbwana
Vice President
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
Silver Spring, MD, USA

Dear Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions,

The Department of Education at the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists congratulates you on your 

103 years of operation,  for your 150 faculty members and 2000 students. Gentry Lowry and Bertha Lowry would 

be gratified to know that their investment in time, effort, and means has paid off so handsomely in the lives of 

the students who have been shaped by the values of their college and of the Seventh-day Adventist Church. 

Lowry Memorial College is a distinguished member of the 115 Seventh-day Adventist higher educational 

institutions around the world. 

To the graduates of the Class of 2019, we salute your achievements and commit you to God’s guidance and 

providence for the future:

“Oh, continue your steadfast love to those who know you, 

and your righteousness to the upright of heart!” (Psalm 36:9, ESV)

We give a special tribute of thanks to the faithful faculty, staff and administration who further the teaching 

ministry of Christ at Lowry Memorial College. 

Sincerely
Lisa M. Beardsley-Hardy, PhD, MPH, MBA
Director of Education
General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
Silver Spring, MD, USA

MESSAGE MESSAGE
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I am so glad that Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions is bringing out the Annual Souvenir for the 

academic year 2018-2019. 

Mrs. Ellen Gould White says, “True education does not ignore the value of scientific knowledge or literary 

acquirements; but above information it values power; above power, goodness; above intellectual acquirements, 

character”.  (Education, p.225)

Teachers! You have the power to influence and sculpt every individual you collaborate. 

 

May the students who have passed through the portals of your institution are well groomed to prepare 

themselves for the workforce and the upcoming transition.

God bless you and guide you!

Sincerely

Pr. Ezras Lakra 
President 
Southern Asia Division of Seventh-day Adventists
Hosur, Tamil Nadu

Dear Lowry Adventist College Family,

Greetings and love to all!

One of the institutions that is growing rapidly in Southern Asia is Lowry Adventist College, Bengaluru. We want 
to congratulate you all for the hard work and the vision to expand and serve the community around.

Education is an unending life long process. It begins when a person enters this stage of life until they have their 
exit. Formal education is given by educational institutions. The aim and objective of any educational institution 
must be to instill in the students genuine human and spiritual values; a genuine concern for the welfare of 
others,  commitment to truth and justice,  academic excellence and all round development of ones personality 
to meet situation in life.

The mission of the church is to explain the love of God and prepare the younger generation to be responsible 
citizens of this world and the world to come. We emulate the character of Christ in everything that we do.

The beginning of a new academic year is a rush of fresh and invigorating ideas. Each interaction is drawn from 
a palette of rich experience, coloured by teachers, students, and community partners, whose expansive dreams 
touch our hearts and remind us why we are here in the first place. Work together as a team to have the potential 
to scale the new possibilities and to do great things this year.

I extend my warm wishes to the President, Administrators, Staff and Students of Lowry Memorial College and 
Group of Institutions to continue this journey on the road of excellence.

With best wishes

Dr. Measapogu Wilson
Secretary
Southern Asia Division of Seventh-day Adventists
Hosur, Tamil Nadu

MESSAGE MESSAGE
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It gives me immense pleasure to share my joy with you and your dedicated staff as you plan to bring the annual 

magazine of Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions. 

Lowry Memorial College is one of the several thousand colleges the Seventh- day Adventist Church is operating 

throughout the world. It imparts knowledge to the students to be able to cope with any situation because of its 

unique method of preparing them for this world and the world to come.

With the additions of recent unique state -of- the- art buildings the college stands imposing in the society. 

Further, I am happy your teachers are well qualified and trained to do their jobs. I wish you all the best and pray 

for further success for your prestigious institution.

With blessings and prayers! 

Pr. Selvin Moorthy 
Treasurer & CFO
Southern Asia Division of Seventh-day Adventists
Hosur, Tamil Nadu

It gives me immense pleasure to pen a few words as prologue to “Santalum” the College Annual Souvenir of 

Lowry Memorial College for the academic year 2018-2019.  I congratulate the Editorial Board for bringing out 

such a beautiful magazine every year.

Empowerment of students for their all-round development through education is our cherished motto. Today, 

education means much more than merely acquiring knowledge.  It is acquisition of knowledge and skills, 

building character and improving employability of young talent and future leaders. Measures initiated by 

the management, steps taken by the college administration, the willing contribution of the teaching and 

non-teaching staff and overwhelming response and enthusiastic participation of the dear students in the 

college activities in the recent past all vouch for this. When all the constituents come together and work in 

unison, the expected results are bound to flow. I feel proud of its Alumni, who are holding responsible position 

in the church and society today.

I extend my greetings and best wishes to all the administrators, faculty and students of Lowry Memorial College 

and Group of Institutions.

  

Pr. Suresh Daniel
President
South Central India Union of Seventh-day Adventists 
Bengaluru

MESSAGE MESSAGE
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William S. Burroughs said, “The aim of education is the knowledge, not of facts, but of values.” 

I want to congratulate Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions for another year of imparting values to 

hundreds of young minds—values for this life and for the life to come.  As God is love we are told by Ellen Gould 

White that, “Love, the basis of creation and of redemption, is the basis of true education.”  (Counsels to Parents, 

Teachers, and Students p. 32)

A teamwork is crucial for any success story. Therefore, may all of you continue to work with one heart and one 

goal, guided by the Holy Spirit, under the able leadership of the President, Prof. M Ravindra Shankar. Thus far, the 

Lord has wonderfully led the institution that is called by His name in the past and He has promised to finish the 

work that He has begun. We also praise God for the commitment and dedication of all the administrators and 

staff for inculcating knowledge and values to the student community. 

May this Annual Souvenir be a reflection of the goodness of the Lord in the past and a reminder of what He 

promises to do in the future! 

I congratulate the Editorial Team for bringing up an excellent Annual Souvenir “Santalum” 2018-2019 for His 

glory.

God bless Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions!

Pr. Joseph Mahadev
President
Bangalore Metro Conference of Seventh-day Adventists
Bengaluru

MESSAGE
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I am delighted to know that Lowry  Memorial College is publishing a college magazine for the year 20l8-19.

The college magazine “Santalum” is a productive output, which showcases the academic, research, co-curricular 

and other achievements of the college.

I appreciate and congratulate the College President, Prof. M Ravindra Shankar and other authorities of the 

college for their serious commitment  in bringing out this publication.

I wish them all success!

Prof. T. D. Kemparaju
Vice-Chancellor
Bangalore North University 

I am happy to note that Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions, Bengaluru, is bringing out the Annual 

Magazine for the year 2018-19.

I hope the magazine that is being brought out will be interesting and will highlight the hidden talents of the 

students. My best wishes to the faculty and the students of the college.

I wish them great success!

Dr. S. Sacchidanand
Vice Chancellor
Rajiv Gandhi University of Health Sciences, Karnataka,
Bengaluru

MESSAGE MESSAGE
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I am indeed immensely delighted to commend at first the Editorial Board for amply demonstrating 

communication and language skills; prowess in imagination and creativity; quality and standards 

maintained in producing the college magazine “Santalum”.   I further congratulate them for coming 

up with one more new addition which will bring out the open things hitherto unrevealed and through 

these pages the readers will get a bird`s eye view  of the physical structures, the facilities and the 

perfect ambience for learning at the Lowry Group of Institutions.

Lowry Institutions are aptly called reservoir of knowledge since it played and is playing a very 

significant and important role in the life of every student; taking strong strides in developing human 

beings so that through education and culture a strong nation comprising of strong structure 

constitution of strong men are built and  generations can reap the benefits.

Lowry has crossed many milestones in creating a learning platform which enables every student 

to demonstrate their inner abilities, exhibit their potentialities and rightly mentoring the Adventist 

philosophy of education into becoming worthy torch bearers of tomorrow in true anticipation and 

hope that they will carry all the  moral, social, ethical and spiritual values the college had endowed till 

date and to endeavour to always live by them. All these things have been made possible by the extra 

ordinary vision and the immaculate and judicious planning by the management coupled with the 

skills of the staff and faculty who have made the college scale new heights in the present educational 

scenario.

“The ultimate goal of all learning should be to understand more about our Creator-Redeemer and to reflect 

that understanding in our personal lives.”  Ellen Gould White.

Mr. Ajai David

Vice President, General, Academics and Human Resource

Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions

“If you are planning for a year, sow rice; if you are planning for a decade, plant fruit 
bearing trees; if you are planning for a life time, educate people”.  Chinese proverb

MESSAGE



Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions is rightly located at the very heart of the  IT corridors 

in Bengaluru. Lowry Memorial College is warm and friendly and offers the highest standards of 

education. Our commitment at Lowry is to provide a safe and intellectually challenging environment 

that will empower students to become innovative thinkers, creative problem solvers and inspired 

learners prepared to succeed in the twenty-first century. 

We provide a rich learning environment at Lowry where our experienced teachers are consummate 

professionals who are always willing to walk the extra mile to ensure that all the students are offered 

the opportunity to fulfil their potential both in and beyond the classroom. The college fosters students’ 

skills and teaches them to solve problems independently and to work co-operatively with others.  

As an educator, I know how important it is to choose the right college for your child. Parents and 

guardians who select this college can have confidence that we will strive to guide your children in 

getting placement in a good organisation. 

Gentry Men’s Hostel and Bertha Women’s Hostel with international standard and amenities, 

accommodate our out station students with periodic counselling. Eminent experts are invited from 

both industry and academia for interaction with the students on the latest development and trends.

We are justifiably proud of our academic performance, but at Lowry Memorial College, education 

means much more than the pursuit of top grades. Sports and other Arts are centre to what we offer 

here. We are aware of our obligation to equip young people to make their way in the world as 

confident, caring and responsible global citizens.

Good colleges are built on the efforts of good people, and I believe that our teachers and students are 

among the best. Why not come and judge for yourselves? We would be delighted to meet you.
 
Mr. Selvaraj V
Vice President, Students Administration and Foreign Students Cell
Lowry Memorial College and Group of Institutions

MESSAGE



With immense pleasure, I extend my heartiest wishes to the dynamic students and dedicated fraternity 

of Lowry Memorial College for bringing out the Fourth edition of “Santalum” into print. It is a reflection 

of feats, accomplishments and relentless endeavours of the Lowry Institutions in every realm of 

education. 

I do appreciate and applaud the Editorial Team for their successful completion of this tedious yet 

daunting task of putting together the myriads thoughts and dreams of our students and faculty into 

meaningful and delightful visual fest called “Santalum”.  I am sure the college will scale even greater 

heights in the years to come and serve many more millions in the society.

Mr. Augustine Unnatharaj

Vice-President, Finance

Lowry Memorial College and Group of  Institutions

MESSAGE
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HISTORY, HERITAGE, E G WHITE & GEO SCIENCE COMMITTEE COLLEGE COMMUNICATION COMMITTEE
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CHOIRS

Lowry Senior Choir

Lowry Junior Choir

Women’s Choir

Choir Director
Kenneth Ashish

Choir Director
Mala Prasanna

Choir Director
Nikita Joan 

David

Lesson study by Mrs. Sujatha

JUNIOR CHURCH

Delighted to be in Sabbath SchoolSpecial song by the tiny tots

Weekend Service by the Junior Church

Singing to glorify God

Nitin Paul - Music in my finger tips

Denzel Enoch 
Sundaram 
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Anika Jasvee

BAPTISM &
CHILD DEDICATION

Nagaraj and Radha begin a new life in Christ 
Nithya Devadas accepts Christ as her 

personal Saviour

Sinon Dwayne Sarin

Adelina and Galenia Praveen Mikkili Elijah Pradeep Mikkili

Knot tying by JacinthaPathfinders being honoured

PATHFINDER
INVESTITURE SERVICE 

Oh! We are the pathfinder strong…

Pathfinder Director
Mr. Solomon Mellam

Pr. Anbudurai
 Youth Director 

Making of eco-friendly paper bags
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SOUTHERN ASIA DIVISION WIDE
WOMEN’S MINISTRY CONFERENCE

Heather Dawn Small, Director for Women’s 
Ministries, General Conference of SDA

and 
Dr. Janice Brownie

Author, International  Speaker, Prayer warrior,
 Workshop Presenter, Educator, Solo Artist,

Representatives from Lowry Memorial 
College

Delegates

Mrs. Premila Masih, The present
Women’s Ministries Director SUD

WOMEN’S MINISTRY

The First lady of the campus, 
Mrs. Deborah Ravi

Mrs. Hepsiba Kore
Divine Service Speaker

Mrs. Pramila Jaydev
Divine Service Speaker

Mrs. Sophia Wilson
Divine Service Speaker

Mrs. Suvarna Anand
Director

Women’s Ministry
Lowry Church 
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CHURCH SPEAKERS

Dr. Charles David 
Minister from California

Dr. Larry Evans -  Assistant to 
GC President for the deaf and 

special needs ministries

Dr. Vara Prasad Deepati
Editor-in-Chief  at OWPH, 

Salisbury Park, Pune

Elder Brent Burnell Christian
 Assistant Treasurer and 

Director Accounting Software 
General conference

Pr. Benedict Biswas
Publishing Director

Southern Asia Division of SDA

Mrs. Sofia Wilson 
Shepherdess Coordinator, 

Southern Asia Division

Pr. Ezras Lakra 
President 

Southern Asia Division

Pr. Selvin Moorthy
Treasurer, SUD

Pr. Suresh Daniel 
President

SCIU

Pr. James Kennedy
Secretary, BMC

Pr. Peter Halemane 
Departmental Director for 

Spirit of Prophesy, Special Needs 
Ministry, Nurturing and Prison 

Ministry, SCIU

Pr. Selwyn Moses
Former Youth Director, SEIU

Dr. Geoffrey Mbwana
Vice President

General Conference

Pr. Joseph Mahadev
President

Banglore Metro Conference

Dr. Almir. M. Marroni
Publishing Director

General Conference of SDA

Dr. John Fowler, Former 
Associate Education Director
General Conference of SDA

Pr. Stephen Apola
Associate Publishing Director

General Conference 
of SDA

Dr. Patrick Manu
Vice Chancellor

Bugema University, Uganda

Mr. Robinson Devadas
Owner

Robinstar Tax Consultants, Inc., 
USA

Dr. Margaret Solomon 
Faculty in Education Leadership

La Sierra University

Dr. Paul Baggian 
Pastor, Spicer Adventist University

Mr. Binoy Daniel Tirkey 
Youth Director 

Southern Asia Division

Mrs. Hepsiba Kore 
former Women’s Ministry Director

SUD

Pr. C D Mathew
Former Associate Secretary

SUD

Mr. Dittu Abraham
President

Frontline Community Services, 
USA

CHURCH SPEAKERS

Pr. S Paulmoney
Adm. Assistant to the President, 

SUD
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HEALTH MINISTRY

Prof. M Ravindra Shankar released “Celebrations” a health book
assisted by Dr. Rajkumar Upadhyay, Additional Director General,

South Zone Doordarshan and All India Radio 

Dr. and Mrs. Malcom Watson
Health Consultants from General Conference

Dr. Edison Samraj 
the brainchild 
of the project

CHURCH SERVICE

Deacons of Lowry English Church

New benches for Lowry English Church
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Near the Wailing Wall

BIBLE LAND TOUR

Mt. Nebo

Church of All Nations, Garden of Gethsemane

Mount of Temptation 

Visiting the Pyramids of Giza

The Brazen Serpent Monument, Mount Nebo

Great Sphinx of Giza
Egypt

Pilgrims

Donkey riding in Israel 

Perfume shop, Egypt

By the Sea of Galilee

Camel ride
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The 2300 year prophecy

BIBLE EVENT EXHIBITION

The 2300 year prophecy New Jerusalem

Last day events

Statue of Nebuchadnezzar

Colosseum, also known as Flavian Amphitheatre

HOLY COMMUNION SERVICE

Communion with ChristDeaconess doing their spiritual duties

United in Prayer Cure for a broken hearted 

Speaker
Dr. Geoffrey Mbwana

Vice President
General Conference

Song service by the Nursing studentsCounselling in progress

Speaker
Pr. Selwyn Moses, Principal 

Kudikadu School

WEEK OF PRAYER

A special message 
from Pr. Ezras Lakra

President, SUD
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A musical play

Junior  Choir presenting a Christmas programme

The cast of the play

The hosts for the Christmas programme

There’s Christmas magic in the air

The birth of Jesus

CHRISTMAS PAGEANT
EMMANUEL HOPE OF THE WORLD

Mesmerized by their performance

CHRISTMAS PAGEANT
MIRACLE ON MAIN STREET
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REFORMATION PLAY

Mr. Jathniel as Nero

Apostle Peter healing the sickMr. Jeevan John as Jesus Peter and John healing a lame man

Mr. Joseph Sigmund as 
Constantine A musical play

Mr. Johan Paulraj as 
John Wycliffe

Mr. Terrance Thomas 
Khajekar  as Martin Luther

The cast of the play

GLOBAL YOUTH DAY

At Suvitas Live Again Rehabilitation Centre

Adopt – Global Youth Day

Adopted  a village in Halasinakaipura 

Adopted Mr. and Mrs. Nelson, the oldest couple of the church

At Elizabeth Integrated Development Charitable Trust 
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CELEBRATIONS

INDEPENDENCE DAY

D.El.Ed. College Students

Nursing students perform a patriotic dance

Jerry leading the Degree Squad Our future nurses on a mission

Chief Guest
S P Mahalingeshwar

Regional Seretary
Sahitya Academy

Presiding Guest
Sri. Ivan Nigli, Ex-MLA

State of Karnataka
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REPUBLIC DAY

KARNATAKA RAJOSTAVA

A special song by the Kannada teachers

Chief Guest 
Dr. K A Seshagiri Rao, noted 
Psychologist, Educationist 

and Sports person

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET

Jerry with the torch

Relay race in progress Ms. Pavithra mathematically calculates the weight of the mass

Mr. Vamshi at his best

Chief Guest 
Sri. Ram Prasad
Kannada Film 
and TV Actor

Mr. Seva Prasad, Director, Physical Education,
instructs the athletes

Calligrapher of the campus
Anush M awarded for winning  gold medal in men’s 

200m

Physical Education Instructors
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TEACHER’S DAY

A rose from Jerry Rosetta Sarkar

See no evil, speak no evil and hear no evil Games is always fun It’s the day to be jolly

Sharon Priscilla David Mahima

Dr. Calvin Joshua speaking 
about the  importance of 

this noble profession

Degree Faculty & Staff

Dr. Rajkumar Upadhay, Additional Director 
General, South Zone Doordarshan and All 

India Radio, Bengaluru receives an 
Appreciation Award.

103 ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

Dance on the theme Save the Environment

Dr. Jagadish, Director, Abhaya Hospital 
Bangalore, Renowned Psychiatrist

receives an Appreciation Award

A comical play on the theme, Save Water

Pr. Jetty Marcus Lucus receiving 
the Outstanding Alumnus Award 

from the college President.

Our Chief Guest, Dr. Srinath, 
a renowned Kannada film & TV 

actor receiving the Life 
Time Achievement 

Award.
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A cultural dance from Meghalaya - The Scotland of the East

Shadow play on the theme 
‘Save the farmers’

Dance on the theme ‘Save the Environment’ Dance by B.Com 2nd year students

Mime performance of students on effects of pollution

Mr. Ajai David
Vice President, General, 

Academics and 
Human Resource

103 ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION

It was a pleasure to be here. Superb and 
modern campus. Happy that I was present 
during the launch of the initiatives taken to 
make India whole. We at Doordarshan will be 
happy to collaborate to produce programmes 
which can improve lives of our citizens.

Dr. Rajkumar Upadhyay
Additional Director General
South Zone Doordarshan and All India Radio

Personally, I feel very good because the 
institution has been promoting value-based 
education; like Individual society, religions 
and nocturnal values, really the student 
continuously are sure to be benefitted. Let 
us keep the same in future to serve in the 
interest of human life and natural justice.

Dr. Mylarappa
Director, Distance Education
Bangalore University

This is an evidence that God is leading this 
institutions to advance His mission. The leadership 
is united, the students seem to be receiving 
wholistic education and the leadership is building 
a brighter future for God’s Church in India and 
beyond. Led by the Holy Spirit, supported by a 
dedicated team. Prof. M. Ravindra Shankar has a 
vision to build a first class center for learning for 
the glory of God. All the best!

Dr. Manzoor R Massey
President, Mind Realignment Training Institute,
International Rotarian, USA

A great experience would love to visit here 
repeatedly. 

Mrs. Usha Kini
Programme Head
South Zone Doordarshan and AIR

Privileged to be in the campus 
where Mahatma Gandhi and 
Sir. M. Vishweshwaraya had 
visited. Wonderful service by the 
institution. Great service to the 
Society. 

Dr. A. Jagadish
Renowned Psychiatrist

VISITORS BOOK
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VISITOR’S BOOK

It was a privilege visiting  Lowry 
Memorial  College for the first 
time. Seeing its progress and 
beauty, we are sure of God’s 
blessings and guidance. May 
the Lord continue to bless this 
institution.

Dr. Almir. M. Marroni
Publishing Director
General Conference of SDA

God is so amazing, thank God for 
Lowry.

Dr. Janice Brownie
Author, International  Speaker, 
Prayer warrior, Workshop 
Presenter, Educator, Solo Artist, 
Leadership Trainer and 
Consultant.

This institution holds tremendous 
potential to impact the church 
and the next generation for Jesus. 
So blessed to visit this campus. 

Dr. Lawrence Domingo
Director of Education
Southern Asia Pacific Division.

The institution has dedicated, 
talented Principal and  staff which 
ultimately will be transformed to 
students. I owe the legacy will be 
maintained by the administrators  
and teachers.

Dr. Seshagiri Rao
Psychologist, Educationist and 
Sports Person

I feel  privileged and honoured 
to come as a guest to this 
distinguished institution where 
I found genuine love and 
friendship from faculty members. 
I will cherish this throughout 
my life.

Dr. Srinath
Renowned Film Actor

I praise God for all he has done 
and is doing in Lowry. 

Heather Dawn Small
Director for Women’s Ministries
General Conference of SDA 

It was a wonderful experience, 
May the Lord shower all his 
blessings on this institutions.

Sri. Ivan Nigli
Ex-MLA, State of Karnataka

This evening was the right 
programme at the right time.

Malcolm Watson
Medical Professional from UK

Great vision for God’s work in this 
region and for the students. 
For God is not unrighteous to 
forget your work and labour of 
love… Hebrews 6:10

Pr. Stephen Apola
Associate Publishing Director
General Conference of SDA

We had a magnificent 72nd 
Independence Day, my best 
wishes to the President, 
management, parents and 
children.

Sri. S.P. Mahalingeshwar
Regional Secretary, 
Sahitya Akademi

May God bless you as you 
continue to serve the Lord, 
Keep up your good work. 

Mr. C.K.G. Ashoka Kumara
Director of Education, Health Ministries, 
Public Affairs and Religious Liberty
Srilankan Mission of SDA 

DEGREE COLLEGE
(Affiliated to Bangalore North University)

It was a great feeling to be back at my 
school. Loved the time spent with my 
teachers, classmates and the students. 
Would love to be part of this institution 
to take it to the next level. 

Madhusudhan Dorasala
Vice President, Operations
Accenture 
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Lowry Memorial College, which is affiliated to Bangalore University, has distinguished itself as an innovator in higher 
education for many years. The College continued to make significant strides during the academic year 2018-19 and created 
memorable successes. This remarkable academic year comprised of great events, achievements and celebrations in the 
lives of the staff and students of Lowry Degree College as we worked together with unity and love throughout the year 
to continue our pursuit of excellence. We upheld the Mission, Vision and standards of our great institution in every phase 
of our progress. This academic year also saw more than 135 new students enrolled in various programmes offered by the 
college. As we grow steadfastly, there was an increase of 29 % in our student body population with 278 students in the 
undergraduate and graduate programmes. 

Lowry Degree College has many accomplishments to be proud of during this academic year and one amongst them was 
being the recipient of ISO: 9001-2015 certification award; this was a momentous achievement for Lowry Degree College. 
It certainly takes sustained focus and teamwork for any organisation to move the needle on student success, and thus 
through several initiatives starting with the development of new course sequences and pathways, we were able to be 
successful in our outcomes.

Lowry Degree College has an energetic team of faculty members who are well experienced and serve as facilitators of 
learning. They engage in robust interaction with students in the classroom and engage students to an understanding of 
course content and the development of academic and professional competence. Faculty members involve students in 
a variety of learning activities at Lowry Degree College to achieve established student learning objectives and increase 
student outcomes. 

The undergraduate academic programme commenced on 20 June 2018 for the respective semester courses. As we believe 
that awareness and familiarity among our staff is the key to effective growth and development, a faculty orientation 
session was organised on the 3 July 2018. In addition to the orientation programme, an icebreaker session was planned 
with many fun activities and games that stirred each faculty member to have a fresh beginning for the new semester ahead. 
This session indeed helped the faculty to enjoy teaching as an art and it inculcated a thirst for reaching and setting higher 
standards for themselves. 

Education at Lowry is not just about preparation for life but also a preparation for eternity. We believe that spiritual 
understanding plays a vital role in the growth of an individual and therefore, two ‘Week of Prayer’ sessions were organised 
between 9 - 13 July 2018 and 20 - 26 January 2019. Pr. Geoffrey Mbwana, Vice President, General Conference, USA and 
Pr. Selwyn Moses, Youth Director, South East India Union addressed the students and faculty respectively. These sessions 
inspired and enlightened many who committed their lives to God. 

In this competitive world where excellence is vital, it is essential for our students to be world-ready by having 
critical thinking and presentation skills with a sense of empowerment as they come across global and domestic issues. 

Mr. W G John Calvin
Dean of College Studies

Degree College

REPORT   

Therefore, a Temperance Contest on ‘Stress and Time Management’ was conducted at Lowry on 25 July 2018. As every new 
beginning is to be marked as a new chapter in our lives, we organised our Fresher’s day celebration on  3  August 2018 along 
with the inauguration of the departmental clubs. This occasion was graced by the presence of Dr. Sundaraj Urs, Registrar 
Evaluation, Bangalore University. The College also organised a motivational programme for the students to bring behavioural 
life style changes and this was presented by an NGO group named F5 on 8 August 2018, which was valued by the students. 

As our rich and diverse cultural background deserves equal importance, 11 August 2018 and 8 February 2019 were 
designated as Ethnic Days and thus our students and staff displayed their regional dressing styles, which was exciting and 
enabled them to go back to their roots. We hoisted the national flag on Independence Day and the Republic Day. Similarly, 
a great programme was arranged on the Kannada Rajyotsava Day and was followed by Annual Sports meet, which was 
equally competitive and fun. There were inter-departmental activities organised as well. The Department of Computer 
Science conducted a Mastermind Quiz on 21 August 2018, which was enjoyable and informative; the BCA department was 
the winner. The intra-departmental fest organised on 27- 28 February 2019 brought about many memorable performances. 
This was inaugurated by Prof. Mylarappa, Director of Distance Education, Bangalore University.

The Faculty Learning Circle witnessed a variety of learning sessions from 3-4 September 2018, which were directed towards 
exploring the various pedagogies practiced in higher education, through National Conference for Higher Education. The 
conference saw more than 100 participants with 8 paper presentations that provided a platform for professional dialogues 
on new developments in the realm of education. The Chief Guests for the conference were educationalists- Dr. Lisa, General 
Conference, USA; Dr. Mike, GC, USA and Dr. John Fowler. We also had a wonderful celebration on Teacher’s day in 
appreciation of their dedicated services. Additional programmes for faculty were organised by the Quality and 
Interpersonal Improvement Group which included activities such as team Lunches, three day retreat to Hyderabad, 
motivational talk sessions, Christmas programme, one-day picnic and staff get together cum potluck focusing on overall 
work life balance. 

Inter-collegiate festival ‘Ilumina 18’ was held on 27 September 2018. This festival featured 14 technical and non-technical 
events and had a massive response with participation from 31 colleges around Bangaluru that included more than 300+ 
students. A much awaited and anticipated inter-collegiate football tournament ‘Equalizer’ was organised on 19- 20 March 
2019. It was a well-planned event. 

In an attempt to give back to the society, Lowry College actively conducts various extra-curricular activities. This included 
World Heart Day rally in association with Narayana Hrudayalaya to mark the International Women’s day. A throw ball 
tournament was organised for all female students at Lowry College and a Swatch Bharat Programme activity that cleaned 
up the streets, roads and infrastructure around the campus. The students and faculty also went on a candle light march for 
the martyrs of Balakot terrorist attack, which was an emotional event. These varied activities helped students incorporate 
service learning in education and is strongly supported by the management. 

To give a sense of how things work in the real time environment, an industrial visit to Reserve Bank of India was conducted 
for M.Com. Students along with a three day - Division Wide Literature Evangelist Training Programme. Lowry Degree 
College also organised an educational trip to Delhi, Agra, Kulu and Manali, which was greatly appreciated by the students. 
The College Annual day was celebrated on 10 February 2019 along with a cultural event ‘Kalanjali’ where our students 
presented six events that displayed dance, music and skits. 

As we approached the end of this amazing academic year, our graduating class of 72 students along with four teachers 
enjoyed a wonderful trip to Wonderla on 11 April 2019 followed by the President’s Banquet. The Degree College Graduation 
exercise took place on 3-4 May 2019. The grand three-day programme had various Guest of Honours, such as 
Dr. Janandharam, Registrar (Evaluation) Bangalore North University, Dr. Patrick Manu, Vice Chancellor, Bugema University, 
and Prof. Lamm Fanwar, President, North-East Adventist College; 19 of our lecturers were honored for producing 100% 
result in their respective subjects.  

I am deeply grateful for the hard work and dedication of the faculty members in helping our students succeed. I would like 
to express my profound gratitude to the President, Prof. M. Ravindra Shankar and  the Vice Presidents of Lowry Memorial 
College and Group of Institutions and the entire faculty who have supported me in carrying out the Mission and Vision of 
our institution. It is together that we can achieve great success in changing the lives of our dear students in this institution 
of higher education.
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Mrs. Julie Joel
HOD Languages

Mr. Ebeenezer
Director

Marketing, Placement & 
Counselling

Mrs. Jane Indra Livingston
HOD Commerce & 

Management 

DEGREE FACULTY

Mrs. Hemalatha S
Assistant Professor

Dr. Jayaramaiah N
Associate Professor

Mrs. Nafisa
HOD Computer Studies  

Dr. Rekha
Associate Professor

Dr. Joseph Sharma
Associate Professor &  
Director for Affiliation

Mr. Srivel A Panicker
Assistant Registrar

Mrs. Sharil Albert
Assistant Professor 

Mrs. J Merlin Sheela Magdaline
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Poorni Sathish
Assistant Professor 

DEGREE FACULTY

Mrs. Radha
Assistant Professor

Mr. Muralidhara
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Sujatha M
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Kavitha P
Assistant Professor

Mr. Irfan B
Assistant Professor

Mr. Somashekar J M
Assistant Professor

Mr. Vasanth Wason
Assistant Professor

Mr. Vamshi Dharan
Assistant Professor  

Mr. Jabez Zico
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Madhavi R
Assistant Professor

Mr. Prashantha Kumar
Instructor

Physical Education

Mrs. Deepa A
Assistant Professor
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DEGREE FACULTY

Ms. Pavithra C
Assistant Professor

Mr. Gakwaya N Joel 
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Reetha Franklin
Assistant Librarian

Mr. Sunil Kumar
Librarian

Mr. Sridharan K
Office Secretary  

OFFICE STAFF

Mr. Nuthan Edward Raj
Office Admin.

Milon Tamang Mohammad Arshad Khan Mohan Naik NM Lochan Prathap M

FIRST 
YEAR 

Alan Thomas Andrew Aldrin Kujur Banrity Mawlong

G Mrunalini Sai Subhashri Hilarious Lamin Shakthi MEmil Raj Stanley S

P Nandini Ramu Reddy Rashmi Olivia Lyngdoh

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Ms. Achsah Susan
Assistant Professor

Mr. Chrislee Livingston
Assistant Professor  
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BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Tamphasana Ningthoujam

Ribait I Lamare Sai Pawan A

Keerthika T Shivani Kumari Shoaib M

Salam Roshibina Devi

Avinash Thodeti Daniel J Florence Clera 

Reena Kumari R

Tarun Naik Alaikya V Allen Shaji

SECOND
YEAR 

Jenit J

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Arun Kumar Nongmaithem Sunny SinghAlex Samson Kochumon

THIRD
YEAR 

Priya Jasmine Venkatesh VJohnson Suresh Jones Pushparaj

Sowmya NSindhu M Pedaputta Chaitanya Bramham
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Bryan 

Damini D

Bincy Bose 

Amritha Kumari P Ann Christina Abharam Anupriya C

Anush M 

Amsavalli M R

Dhanush S Dinakar V Dexina R 

Chaitra 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Ajay Subramani Amit Guria Abhinaya R 

FIRST 
YEAR 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Jahnavi E John Stephen

Kamila Celse L

Hemavathi C

G Soundarya Gowtham S Hanok S 

Hema V 

Ganavi 

Kiran Kumari Krishna Raj J Kavitha M

Dinesh S Florence Sheela L G Navya Ebenezer Y 
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Namitha Narayanan 

Pearlin V 

Monica V 

Madan Kumar K Mamatha 

Maruthi Meghana L Monalisa T 

Monica R Bidarakatti 

Mary Jeniffer J

Pooja Choudhary Praveen V Pleasure Khakhlari 

Leeneshwari S  

Naveen Kumar 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Lakshmi B Rahul Dass 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Sincy C Sindhu R 

Sonu John 

Shivashisha Mohapatra 

Rishi Kumar M Sai Karthekeya 

Sanjay S Satish R Sham O  

Sheela S 

Sanju 

Tulasi M Vandhana S Surya R 

Reshma D 
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Eliezer Immanuel Gaurav S Naik Chumbana A R 

Bharath S Celestine Clister Christina S 

Esther Clara 

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Vishnu Prathap S  Vidhya Y Vidhya Shree A 

Anusha M Anusha N  

SECOND
YEAR 

Abhishek Prakash

Banupriya R

Jasmine Meloney J Jesley S Jacob 

Joyce Margaret K 

Indhumathi P

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Kavitha K 

Meban Joplang Siangshai Merline Veronica G 

Poojashree G Rohith V 

Nayana Shree K 

Joys Kujur 

Jeevan C H

Jithin D

Muthuraman

Ningthoujam Malemnganba Saraswathi S 
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BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Shalini R Sharon SanthoshSarmili M 

Taran Preet Kaur Tejashwini V Subin Jones S M 

Sharmila A 

Sunitha Gambheeran 

Vishal P 

THIRD
YEAR 

Ajith A Anil R 

Bandari Jason Konsam HendishBharathi S Mubarak Afridi 

Preeti S 

Raja Magar 

P Radhika Mukesh J

Sharanya 

Sindhu G Sneha Felcy

Sandhya P

Priya Parashuram Mogri

Sharath Babu N

Simon D Silva R

Syed  Aleem Tharani Veena G S

Sonia S

Suryaraj M

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Veedhi Vikram 
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BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Biswajit Gogoi Chandrashekar Chinnabathini AgnesBlessya B

Bhavana J S Bilton Kumar LimaAmith Kumar Gupta

FIRST
YEAR 

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION

Veronica  V Vijay Kumar

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION

Evelyn Sheeba J

Sushmita Vinitha Banisha Siangshai

SECOND
YEAR 

Naveen B

Kethan Kumar T JGowtham K Lakshmi Charchitha

Life Kumar Digal Mohamed Meharish J Naveen Franklin

Titosh NayakPooja Parashuram Mogri Sakshi Yadav L Vasudevan S
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BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION

Jerry Lewis K

Karolin Blessy C Kavya M Meenakshi VMahesh B N

Jemima Y 

Arnold Patson Augustus 

THIRD
YEAR 

Amit KerkettaAkshatha NAjith P

Dahunshiha Kharkongor

Hannah Princy I Iqbal Husensab Jangale 

Cynthia JAneesh A

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION

Philip Mishal Kumar

Sharon Priscilla David Shilpashree

Nirmol K R M HembromNeethu R Nikhil K

Sourabh Bhatti

Umeshwaran M

Srilatha Praveen Kumar Suman P Sumathi Sumit Kumar Halder

Rahul B
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MASTER OF COMMERCE

FIRST
YEAR 

Amaresha B N Chaithra S Muthu Arasan K

Pratap K Shiva VRamamani V Sai Praveen T

Subramani M Sushma C V Vijay SShwetha R

Amaresha Bhavyashree DBhavani O

SECOND
YEAR 

MASTER OF COMMERCE

Naveen Kumar N Naavyashree K S

Santosh R Suguna K M

Varsha S V

Shailaja B

Priyanka C

Sneha C

Bindu R
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The inaugural Ceremony Our librarians, Mr. Sunil and Mrs. Reeta  have tonnes of patience

The student crowd pouring in Amused at finding interesting facts

DEGREE STAFF ORIENTATION

BOOK EXHIBITION

Mr. W G John Calvin
Dean, College Studies 

Business Club Officers

FRESHERS DAY 
& CLUB INAUGURATION

Inauguration of Cyber Club The newly appointed Cyber Club Officers

Inauguration of Educere Club
The President wishes the Business Club President 

Sumit Halder

Prof. Sundar Raj Urs
Registrar, Evaluation

 Bangalore North
University

Ajith Croons
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Inspection in progressA task well done

LIC

Local Inspection Committee Team

Lowry Degree Staff

Ajith  wins the First prize in Poster Contest Ann Christina wins the Third prize for 
Speech Contest

Jasmin wins the First prize for 
Speech contest

TEMPERANCE  

Judges for the Temperence event- Dr. Manasa M and Pr. Daryl Joshua

Florence Sheela wins the Second 
prize for Speech Contest

Mrs. Hemalatha S
Programme
Coordinator
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WOMENS DAY

Hindustan Unilever Limited conducted a Personality Development Programme

WOMENS CELL

Hindustan Unilever Limited 
conducted a Personality 

Development Programme

ETHNIC DAY

Meghalaya, the  Scotland of the East Designer collection

Fabulous Four

Enchantic lehengas Unity in diversity

Mrs. Nafisa
Programme coordinator

When in doubt, wear an Indian outfit!
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ILLUMINA
INTERCOLLEGIATE FEST

Event coordinators who made Ilumina a great success

Mr. Vasanth Wasan
Fest Coordinator

ILUMINA 2K18

Flash Mob
A platform for creativity

INTRA DEPARTMENT FEST

Best out of waste

Fireless cookingPick & Speak

Programme coordinator
Mr. Somshekar

Creative face 
painting

Artists trying to make the college 
logo

Collage

Chief Guest
Dr. Mylarappa, Director 

Distance Education, 
Bangalore University 

Let’s dance Ready to Guess

Jerry and Patson won the First 
prize for Face Painting

Jerry and Neethu receive the 
First  prize for Treasure Hunt

Sharanya  secured 
Second prize for Dumb 

Charades
Titosh  secured First 
prize for Solo Dance
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GAMES

Catch the ball

Bowling over the wicketAnush with a front foot swingPractice Session

Ready to serve Degree college Throwball team

Foot Touch Leading leg with Single Hand Touch Rider Escapes over the chain

double men block Jump serve by Ajay Placing a dropVolleyball team

RBANMS Players

Runners up - Moments of triumphMr. Prashantha  introduces the  players

SJES- Third place

Mr. Prashanta Kumar
Instructor

Physical Education

The winning Team

FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT

INDOOR GAMES
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LITERATURE EVANGELIST
TRAINING

Pr. Stephen Apola
Associate Publishing Director

General Conference 
of SDA

Dr. Almir. M. Marroni
Publishing Director
General Conference 

of SDA

Pr. Benedict Biswas
Publishing Director of 

Southern Asia Division of 
SDA

ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

Pr. Raj Dass
Director

Enrichment Programme
Training facilitators Dedicatory Prayer

CONFERENCES 

Dr. Mike Lekic
Assoc. Director, Education Department
General Conference of SDA recieves a 

citation from the College President

Dr. Lisa Beardsley-Hardy, Director, 
Department of Education 

General Conference of SDA recieves a 
citation from the College President

Dr. John Fowler, Former 
Associate Education 

Director General 
Conference of SDA

Prof. Suja Bennet, 
Principal

 CMR College
 Bengaluru

SUN PLUS-QUERY AND ANALYSIS CONCLAVE

Brent Burdick Assistant 
Treasurer and Director 
Accounting Software 
General conference

LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Dr. Geoffrey Mbwana
Vice President

General Conference

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON HIGHER EDUCATION
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M.COM EXCURSION
TO  COORG

TRIP TO WONDERLA

Staff Escort

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

Dr. Divakar D S, Principal, Gurakala College

Dr. Manoj Kumar, 
Principal, Don Bosco College Internal Quality Assurance Cell

Say no to deforestation

Learn to garden Environmental awarness

Be strong like the roots Promoting tree plantation
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Red Fort of Mughal Dynasty Adventurous river rafting experience in Kullu Manali

Mrs. Jane Livingston
Programme
Coordinator

DELHI TRIP

Qutub Minar- The Majestic Victory Tower Excitement over the  mountain

Ramoji Film City

Mr. Abraham ready for his workoutA journey through time

STAFF RETREAT
TO HYDERABAD

Faculty at the Bahubali set in Hyderabad

A pose at the peak of Golconda Fort  
“Fateh Darwaza” Exuberant cheerfulness on the dance floor

Mr. W G John Calvin
Programme
Coordinator
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DEGREE STAFF SOCIAL
CLUB CABANA

Mrs. Julie Joel
Staff Social Coordinator 

STAFF SOCIAL

I know what is inside
Mr. Ebeenezar surprises his wife 

with a gift Is this really mine?
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NURSING COLLEGE
(Affiliated to Rajeev Gandhi University of Health Sciences)

BIRTHDAYS

Mr. Prashantha Kumar, Sandesh, Mr. Sunil, Mrs. Hemalatha, Mrs. Rita Franklin and 
Mrs. Madhavi cutting the  birthday cake

‘Quadruplets’ an extraordinary birthday’s of 
Ms. Pavithra, Dr. Rekha, Mrs. Merlyn, and  

Mr. Somsekhar

Surprise birthday celebration 
for Dr. Jayaramaiah &  

Ms. Achsah Susan

Mr. Vasanth Wasan is delighted 
with his cake

Mr. John Calvin feeding the birthday boy, 
Mr. Nuthan

Birthday celebration of Mr. Vasanth J 
and Mrs. Nafisa

The President receives a birthday hug from
Lowry kids
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Prof. Carolina Sangeetha
Principal

Praise God Almighty for His marvellous guidance through another successful academic year. The Adventist 
College of Nursing began the academic year 2018 by inducting the freshers into the first year B.Sc. Nursing 
programme. Orientation programme was organised on 10 September 2018. September 11 - 12 were allotted for 
registration and other formalities before the start of the course. 

The students got an opportunity to participate in the RGUHS Inter-collegiate Athletic Competition held at JJM 
Medical College,  Davangere on 13 - 14  November 2018. Fifteen athletes from our college participated in various 
events. The students bagged a silver medal in the men’s 4x400 metres relay event.

 As a part of Community Health posting, the students conducted a Cooking Demonstration Programme on 22 
November 2018 at Anganwadi, Kadugudi. The students performed the Health Assessment of school children 
and identified conditions such as anaemia, deficiencies of iron, calcium and other micronutrients. The students 
also organised a Well Baby Clinic on 29 November 2018 at Kadugudi Primary Health Center.

REPORT   

The Lamp Lighting Ceremony and Fresher’s Day was held on 17 December 2018. The Chief Guests for the 
occasion were Dr. Srikanth Sajjan, Asst. Registrar, RGUHS and Dr. Dominic Benjamin, HOD of Medicine & 
Geriatrics, Bangalore Baptist Hospital.

A Diabetic Camp was organised on 22 December 2018 at Samudhya Bhavan, Cheemasandra, Bengaluru. 
Our students carried out the general health assessment, checked RBC level of the people who attended and 
even provided health education on the risk factors, symptoms and prevention of diabetes. The camp was  
appreciated by the general public. 

The Community Health Department organised a School Health Programme at Cheemasandra, Community 
Health Center, Avalahalli on 23 January 2019. The students performed a role-play to raise awareness on Cholera 
and its prevention. They also screened children for vision defects, performed anthropometric assessment, 
dental check-up and performed neurological examination in conjunction with the doctors of the area. 

The M.Sc. Nursing students from Medical Surgical and OBG department helped with the in service education of 
nurses at Mallya Hospital, Bengaluru on 31 January 2019. The topic dealt with was ‘Care of Bed Ridden Patients’.
The students observed Cancer Awareness Day during Medical Surgical Nursing Postings on 4 February 2019 at 
HAL Hospital, Bengaluru, to raise awareness about cancer. They educated patients and visitors on how to fight 
cancer through screening, early detection, through healthy eating and physical activity. They concluded with a 
skit on risk factors leading to cancer.

As every year, our students participated in the Pulse Polio Programme from 10-13 March 2019, helping with 
immunising children below five years against polio. 

The staff of the nursing college enjoyed a staff retreat to Kerala from 11-15 February 2019. They visited places 
of interest at Allepy, Munnar and Cochin. The year saw a great deal of learning, activities and fun. Despite the 
challenges and hurdles on the way, we are grateful for yet another opportunity to bring out the best in our 
students and faculty in furthering Adventist education.
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NURSING FACULTY

Ms. Leena M
HOD

Psychiatric Nursing

Mrs. Sadguna Santosh
Lecturer

Mrs. Visuva Roslyn
Tutor

Mr. Gnana Leonarld
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Jyothi Karal Raj
Lecturer 

Mrs. Mini John
Tutor

Mrs. Vasantha
Vice Principal & HOD

Paediatric Nursing

Prof. Padmavathi S
HOD

Medical Surgical Nursing

Mrs. Betty Rajan
HOD

Community Health Nursing

Mrs. Renai Leonarld
Assistant Professor

Prof. Jiji
HOD, OBG

Mrs. Annie Supreetha
Assistant Professor

Mrs. Lilly Sarojini
Tutor

Mrs. Daphney Ethan
Lecturer

NURSING FACULTY

Mrs. Annie Johanson
Tutor 

Ms. Shinny
Lecturer

Ms. Gayathri
Lecturer

Mr. Ashok Peter
Assistant Registrar

Mr. Rangaswamy
Librarian

Mr. Vijay Mohan
Office Secretary

Ms. Adline Divya
Office Secretary

OFFICE STAFF

Mr. Seva Prasad Chandy
Director

Physical Education
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Merin Sweety Monie Nayak Neha Lakra Meenu Sing

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

FIRST 
YEAR 

Akash Manoj Kothwal Chondon Murmu D Grace Lynda Beatrice

Hildra Mahimai M J Vincy Joy Jacqueline SaldanhaFreeda Kandulna

Jeswina D Lingala Prabhukumar P Madeline Dewlie DassJenifer Wray

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Sonali Kandulna Subhash C M U GracelinSneha Gudadhe 

Ning Lian Huai Parimitha Haldar Rachel Rose A

Riya Joseph Rohan Salapur Saleem KRakshitha S

Sandeep Lakra Sibin Andrews S Smith HembromSam Andrews A

Nikita Digal
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Jasmine Joy G Joshua Reginald ChavanJasline Satabdhi Adhikary

SECOND 
YEAR 

Umarani P Ancy Alex Arpen Subash

Chayantika Ghosh Darwin Bitu Roy Ebin ABarnali Rosetta Sarkar

Gundala Monica Kumari Isa Rani Jane Thomas AGunashekar J

Kavitha Shalini Kisku

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N) BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Kevin Jonathan Komal Kumari Leema Rose. M

Monika. S K Nasanya Jayaseelan Ning Lian Dim

Margret. D

Pranay Arava Sarumathi Savitri Sawayan

Prakash. S

Sherin Francis Sonali Baroi Swetha SunandShisher Minz

Shainil K
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Beulah Mercy M Dipa Ruth Halder

Elisa A

Asha Jerusha 

Ancy Evita A Anna Kumari Gurung Anu Ruchitha Alok Dang 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Zorempui Hauhnar A Sahaya Elmi Wincy Catherine

THIRD 
YEAR 

Benita B

Jessy B Levingstan Samuel  AJenivfa Jagdesh 

Saranya 

Saul Malto Thangmozhi

Rouben Shaen Lee A

Midhunusha P Naresh M Prabha D Nanthini

Priscilla S

Monisha

Ravina Jansi K Reginold Samuel Masih 

Ronnie Ronit Tiru 

Radha B

Titus B Sangma 

Samuel L 

Swathi Priya
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Deepika Devi R Deva Ruth Felicia  R Garath Meshack M

Blessan Peter I

Vineeth Prasanna Vmchon Luikham Wasley William Mall

Anita Syangba Ann Shaliga L Athuina kamei A

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Velantina P

Yappia Jasmine A Aksa P Jayan Aloma Murmu

FOURTH 
YEAR 

Gilda D Pearlin Jesla A Pragathi D Pushpa Gouda 

Nikita Joan David J

Grenab Angel C Heera Mothi Mali Irene Sarah Immanuel 

Jerina Jasper V Jonty Allan Sibil Joseph Sigmund 

Jenifer B

Kruthika A Lalita Kujur Nandhini

Jyotsna Murmu

Reshwa Chalan 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Vinothini B

Victoria Selva Priya J

Sangita Baskey Sashya C

Sevvanthi R Sujata Mohuria 

Sasmita Bhatra 

Sushmita Marandi Thamin Raj I Varsha Dalapati 

Suryamani Phula 

MASTER OF SCIENCE (N)

Ruby Challan

Sharon Doris Angel J

Mrs. Sumy P RSuhana Dondapatti Job

Mrs. Anu Jose Mrs. Nagomi S Mrs. Namita Guria 

FIRST 
YEAR 

Sadhana Chitti Babu Vachula Palivela Leena Raj Ningonmei Malangmei 

SECOND 
YEAR 
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ORIENTATION PROGRAMME

Spicy seasoned chickpea 

Savoury bread sandwich 

Tangy lemon juice  

Ms. Leena M Introducing the 
administrators and faculty to the 

freshers

FOOD EXPO

Kavitha Kisku won the 
First prize for Speech Contest

INTERNATIONAL NURSES’ DAY 
& FEST

From rags to riches Dance performance by Anitha

The Evolution of Nursing attire

Swapna Sundari Contest
Mrs. Betty Rajan

Programme Coordinator 

Prof. Carolina Sangeetha
Principal, Adventist College 

of Nursing

Chief Guest 
Dr.  Bharati M, Principal, 
ESI College of Nursing, 

Bengaluru
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LAMP LIGHTING

Chief Guest, Dr. Srikanth Sajjan 
Assistant Registrar, Rajiv Gandhi 

University of Health Sciences 
Bengaluru 

Ms. Shiny Chittibabu as 
Florence Nightingale

A warm welcome to the M.Sc.1st year Students

The freshers taking the Florence Nightingale pledge

Presiding Guest 
Dr. Dominic Benjamin, 

HOD of Medicine and Geriatrics, 
Bangalore Baptist Hospital

Student Nurses Association Officers

Mrs. Lilly Devadas, 
Programme 
Coordinator
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CONFEST
UNITY IN DIVERSITY

Nightingale of LowryChess champion

Muruku Biting Water fillingHair styling

Dancing Teacher student salsa

Tamil Nadu Dhoti Master of Ceremony
Exclusive draping pattern

Coorgi saree
Traditional dress of 

West Bengal

Vegetable Carving Our favourite judge It’s briyani time

CANDLE LIGHT MARCH

Mr. Ajai David
Programme coordinator 
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DELHI TRIP

Red Fort, Delhi  

At Fortis Escorts Hospital

Excitement on the snowy mountain

Conducting pre-test 

Faculty and M.Sc. nursing students with Nursing Superintendent 
and Deputy Nursing Superintendent of Mallaya Hospital

INSERVICE EDUCATION 
AT MALLAYA HOSPITAL 

Nursing staff of Mallaya Hospital attending  the presentation

Mrs. Mini John
Coordinator
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WELL BABY CLINIC

Immunization counterAt the Anganwadi Well Baby Clinic

SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAMME

Group Photo of the School Health Programme

A  role-play on cholera

Students demonstrating the importance on hand wash

Varsha conducting Neuro Reflex

HEALTH CAMP AT CHENNAI
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NURSING STAFF EXCURSION

Inside the Boat House

Kochi Beach

The evergreen tea gardens in Munnar Boat House

Water Falls Power house over Bridge

WORKSHOP

The Faculty and M.Sc. nursing students at Krupanidhi College of 
Nursing  for an International Conference on Voyage towards 

Excellence  and Advocacy

Workshop on Methodology of NAAC Assessment and Accreditation of Health Sciences

Workshop at SEA College  on
 ‘Critical Thinking and Analysis’

Workshop at Sathya Sai College of Nursing – Recent Innovations in 
Nursing Education, Research and Practice Leadership seminar at Lowry

Kochi Elephant Groove

Mr. Gnana Leonarld
Coordinator
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CANCER DAY

World Cancer Day Campaign 2019 

Ms. Leena explaining the symptoms of cancer

Role play by the II B.Sc. Nursing students
Programme Coordinators -  Mrs. Sadguna, Mrs. Padmavathi 

and Mrs. Daphney Ethan

DIABETIC HEALTH CAMP

Registration

The crew

Programme Coordinators

Testing random blood glucose Health education on diabetes
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SWACHH BHARAT

Spread awareness, spread joy

A group activity

Take on the rugged outdoor

Mr. Selvaraj
Programme Coordinator

Delicious watermelons to end the day

Cleanliness is next to godliness I’m loving it

This is a people’s task

Aim to clean Lowry campus
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COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION
(Affiliated to National Council 
for Teachers Education, New Delhi)

Mrs. Preeti Samuel
Principal

Lowry Memorial D.El.Ed. College had its humble beginning in the year 2002. It is recognised by the Government of 
Karnataka and affiliated to the NCTE (National Council for Teacher Education.) Before embarking upon the performance of 
the institution, I may like to refresh your memories to the remarkable academic journey of ours. With the vision of Christ 
centered education, the college strives to become a center of excellence in the field of teacher education. 

The academic session 2018-19 commenced on 3 July 2018. The spiritual emphasis week from July 9 – 13 was an eye opener 
to students which helped them a long way in instilling spiritual values. On 3 August 2018, we had the Fresher’s Day and 
Departmental Club inauguration with Prof. Sundar Raj Urs Registrar (Evaluation), Bangalore North University as the Chief 
Guest. The national festivals were celebrated with great vigour and our students have participated whole-heartedly in the 
march past and cultural programme. Micro Teaching classes were arranged for a week in the month of October on different 
teaching skills, which were handled by our faculty members. Intensive practice teaching was conducted for three weeks 
and Internship Programme for a period of 33 days. Students were sent to various co-operative schools in the nearby vicinity 
to experience the skills of being a teacher. They were thoroughly supervised by both the college faculty and mentors of 
the schools concerned. Citizenship Training Camp was organised from January 30-3 February 2018 for student enrichment 
in order to acquaint our students to the way of life of the community. The Chief Guest for the inauguration at Avalahalli 
was Mr. Ananth, CEO, Nuetech Solar System Pvt. Ltd.  National Science Day was celebrated in commemoration of 150th 
birthday of Mahatma Gandhi who gave importance to basic education on 28 February 2018 with great enthusiasm. For Faculty 
Development Programmes the staff are sent every month for cluster sharing meetings organised by the DIET where 
resource persons highlight us on the latest trends and innovative methods of teaching in Education. Faculty presented 
papers at both National and International levels of Education.

On the 25 April 2019, our students had an opportunity to exhibit their models crafted by them, which displayed their 
academic talents and skills. The inspection team appreciated them. The staff and administration were congratulated for 
their valuable work.

I want to thank our Lord Almighty for his constant guidance, grace and mercy in helping us to accomplish and achieve our 
goals.

I want to express my sincere thanks to the college President for his encouragement and support for the smooth running of 
this college.

I am thankful to the versatile and committed staff for their contribution to enhance standards of this college.
May the Lord take this institution to greater heights for His glory!

REPORT
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Mr. Seva Prasad Chandy
Director

Physical Education

STAFF

Mrs. Anbu Sudha
Teacher Educator

Mrs. Judith Dorothy
Teacher Educator

Mrs. Grace
Teacher Educator

Mr. Pushparaj
Librarian

Mrs. Shalini Sharma
Teacher Educator

Mr. Jay Prakash
Teacher Educator

Rooth Maruthi Rovin Rajan Mohan Naik N

Priya Mohan Raj

Anju Mohinderpal Anusha Pasaramali Harika Rathikinda

Thangarani Mrs. Prema Basavaraju Neetu Lubhaya

Mahima Peeter Singh

Vanitha Anthony

Vamshi

STUDENTS
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CITIZENSHIP TRAINING CAMP

Save the green lungs Cleanliness is next to godliness 

Mrs. Judith Dorothy welcomes 
the gathering

Plant a tree, save the planet

150 ANNIVERSARY
OF MAHATMA GANDHI

Crafts on displayMr. Ebeenezar

A play by the D.El.Ed. students
Planting a sapling in commemoration of 150th birth anniversary 

of Mahatma Gandhi 

Chief Guest
Mr. T. Ananth, President, 
Rotary Club, Jayanagar 

Census 2019 

Mr. Seva Chandy
 Programme coordinator
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GRADUATING 
CLASS OF 2018

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Alex Samson Kochumon Arun Kumar M Nongmaithem Sunny Singh

Peddaputta Chaitanya Bramham Sindhu M Sowmya N
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BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION

Dahunshiha Kharkongor Hannah Princy I Iqbal Husensab Jangale

Ajith P Akshatha N Amit Kerketta K 

Arnold Patson Augustus A Cynthia J Aneesh A 

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION

Jemima Y Jerry Lewis K Karolin Blessy C 

Kavya M Mahesh B N Meenakshi V 

Neethu R Nikhil K Nirmol  K R M Hembrom 
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Sumathi Sumit Kumar Halder Umeshwaran M 

Srilatha Praveen Kumar Suman P

Philip Kumra Mishal Sharon Priscilla David Shilpashree

Sourabh Bhatti 

BACHELOR OF COMPUTER APPLICATION BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Ajith A Anil R Bandri Jaison

Bharathi S Konsam Hendish Mubarak Afridi 

Mukesh J Preeti S Priya Parashuram Mogri
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BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Sneha Felcy Sonia S Suryaraj M

Simon D Silva Sindhu G

BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

Radhika  P Raja Magar Sandhya P 

Sharanya

Syed Aleem Tharani Veena G S Veedhi Vikram 

Veronica V Vijay Kumar 
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Bindu R

MASTER OF COMMERCE MASTER OF COMMERCE

Priyanka C Santhosh R Shailaja B

Naveen Kumar N Navyashree K S

Amaresha N Bhavani O Bhavyashree D Sneha C Suguna K M Varsha S V

Graduation Class Officers with their Sponsors Mrs. Hemalatha S and Mr. Jabez Zico
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PRESIDENT’S BANQUET

Prof. M Ravindra Shankar, President,  
addressing  the  gathering

Song service by the Nursing students

Farewell speech by Nikita Joan David Sumptuous meal

CONSECRATION SERVICE
Bangalore North University Programme

Mr. Sunil Kumar, 
Campus Development Officer

The best is yet to come

Advent Chorus

The adventure begins

Chief Guest
Prof. Lamm B. Fanwar
President, Northeast 

Adventist College

Mr. Augustine
Banquet coordinator

First Lady and President of 
Northeast Adventist college 

Mr. W G John Calvin
Dean, College Studies

Mr. Jabez Zico
Co-sponsor

The Graduating Class of 2019
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COMMENCEMENT SERVICE
Bangalore North University Programme

Mr. W G John Calvin, 
Dean, College Studies

I take pride in how far I have come

The release of Lowry Flash- A newsletter

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE
Bangalore North University Programme

‘Yeshu Masih’ Sung by 
Mr. Nuthan Edward Raj

The church at studyFeature Talk by Mr. Vasanth Wason

Response by 
Patson, 

The Class Pastor

Chief Guest
Dr. Patrick Manu, 

Vice Chancellor, Bugema 
University, Uganda

Oath Ceremony

Chief Guest
Dr. k Janardhanan, 

Registrar, Evaluation, 
Bangalore North 

University
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Akshatha N   III B C A 

DEGREE COLLEGE TOPPERS

G Mrunallini Sai Subhasri I  B B A

Golkonda Shameer  I  B C A

Jenit J  II B B A

Konapalli Kavitha II B.Com. Muthu Arasan K  I  M.Com.

Ramya G  III B B A 

Shailaja B  II M.Com.

Tharani Veena G S III B.Com.

Titosh Nayak II  B C A

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Aksa P Jayan Aloma Murmu Anita Syangba 

Ann Shaliga L Athuina Kamei A Blessan Peter I 

Deepika Devi R Deva Ruth Felicia Garath Meshack M 

Catherine Brenda S  
Academic Topper

Department of Management

Prashant Debnath 
Academic Topper

Department of Commerce
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Jonty Allan Sibil Joseph Sigmund Jyotsna Murmu

Jenifer B Jerina Jasper  V

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Gilda D Grenab Angel C Heera Mothi Mali

Irene Sarah Immanuel 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Kruthika A Lalita Kujur Nandhini

Nikita Joan David J Pearlin Jesla A Pragathi D 

Pushpa Gowda Reshwa Chalan Ruby Challan 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Suryamani Phula Sushmita Marandi Thamin Raj  I

Sharon Doris Angel J Sujata Mohuria 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (N)

Sangita Baskey Sashya C Sasmita Bhatra 

Sevvanthi R 

MASTER OF SCIENCE (N)

Varsha Dalapati Victoria Selva Priya  J Vinothini  B 

Palivela Leena Raj Suhana  Dondapatti Job Sumy P R 
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CONSECRATION SERVICE

Class Pastor responds to the 
message

An investment in 
knowledge always pays the 

best interest.

Mr. Selvaraj, Vice President, 
Students Administration and 

Foreign Students Cell

Chief Guest
Dr. Samuel P Abraham, 

Associate Professor, Bethel 
University of Nursing , 
Mishawaka, Indiana, 

USA

Prof. Carolina Sangeetha
Principal, Adventist College 

of Nursing

BACCALAUREATE SERVICE

Feature talk by 
Dr. Lavona Pilli

Pr. Naveen Isaiah
Director, Church Ministries

Mission Report by 
Mrs. Annie Supreetha

The Graduating Class with their Principal, Sponsor and Class officers

Chief Guest
Dr.  Sanjeevan Arsud, 

Vice Chancellor, 
Spicer Adventist 

University

Panel discussion
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Mrs. Julie Joel, 
Editor in Chief

COMMENCEMENT SERVICE

Congratulations!

College Women’s Choir Mr. Ajai David, 
Vice President, General, 

Academics and HR

The release of  Santalum 2019

Chief Guest
Dr. Linge Gowda K B, 
Registrar Evaluation, 

RGUHS

Three wise men

NURSING COLLEGE TOPPERS

Ancy Evita A Distinction in II B.Sc.( N)  
RGUHS Examination

Anu Ruchitha A Topper of the Class,  
Distinction II B.Sc.( N) 
RGUHS Examination

Asha Jerusha S K Distinction
II B.Sc. (N)  RGUHS Examination

Barnali Rosetta Sarkar, Topper of the class,  
Distinction I B.Sc. (N) RGUHS Examination

Karthikeyan V Distinction ,IV B.Sc. (N)  
RGUHS Examination

Kavita Shalini Kisku, Distinction, 
I B.Sc. (N)  RGUHS Examination

Leena Raj, Distinction,I M.Sc. (N) 
RGUHS Examination

Pearlin Jesla A Best student 
2018-19, B.Sc. (N)

Pearlin Jesla A, Receiving 
Benson Award

Sadguna M Distinction - II 
M.Sc. , RGUHS Examination

Sujitha S, Topper of the class,  
Distinction in IV B.Sc. (N)  RGUHS 

Examination

Sumy P R Distinction- 1 M. Sc. 
( N) RGUHS Examination

Sumy P R, Best Student, 
M. Sc. ( N) 2018-19
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HISTORY, HERITAGE,
E G WHITE &
GEOSCIENCE CENTER

Mr. Moses Sathyadass
Director 

History, Heritage, E G White &
Geoscience Center

Interesting facts you did not know about Lowry

The Vocational Training Center was introduced in 1920.  Skills such as motor winding, carpentry, metal industries, apiary, 

printing press, dairy, bakery, food products,   agriculture farming, tailoring, lace making, embroidery and poultry  became 

part of the curriculum. 

It is documented that the Father of the Nation, Mahatma Gandhi visited Lowry. He sent a note of gratitude for the 

hospitality he was offered here on the campus. 

Sir M. Visvesvaraya, the Chief Architect of Mysuru State visited the campus on 12 December 1935 and gave his valuable 

inputs for the motor winding department. 

Maharaja Jayachamarajendra Wadiyar of Mysuru visited Lowry on 17 November 1941. He was pleased with the 

humanitarian work done on the campus and it was reported in the then newspaper called the “Daily Post”.

Lowry was the first to introduce the modern sprinkler system in India, for watering plants.

A prototype car was designed using the materials available at Lowry Industry.

Jams, peanut butter and squash was first introduced to this part of the country by Lowry. Many workers who worked in the 

jam factory eventually went on to establish their own jam factories.

REPORT
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E G WHITE CENTRE

Dr. John Taylor,  Associate Education Director, G C, 
Inaugurates the E G White Study Centre

GEOSCIENCE CENTER

Dr. L James Gibson, Associate Education Director, G C, 
inaugurates  the Geoscience Study Centre
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Ms. Geetha Chandy was born on 20 July 1953 in Kozencherry, Kerala as the fourth child of Elder Chandy Matthew and 

Mrs. Rosanna Matthew. She had her early education in Kerala and moved to Bengaluru for her High School education in 

1966. She was enrolled as an eighth grade student at Lowry. After her education at Lowry, she joined Jyothi Nivas College 

from 1969 – 1974, where she completed her Pre-university course and bachelor’s programme.

She joined Lowry Memorial High School as an English teacher from 1974 – 1988. Later she was promoted as the 

Headmistress to HAL School, Bengaluru from 1988 – 1991.  She re-joined Lowry Memorial College as the Director of the TCH 

Department from 1994 – 1998. She continued to teach at Lowry until she retired thereby contributing thirty -eight years of 

her life to the growth of this great Institution.

Ms. Geetha Chandy was an excellent teacher who was loved by her students immensely.  On every Teachers’ Day 

ex-students visit her and spent quality time with her. These were the greatest moments of joy in her life. 

Ms. Geetha Chandy was an active church member who  participated in various departments such as; Sabbath School, 

Dorcas Society and Women’s Ministries. She visited the sick in the hospital and prayed for them. Her passion was to talk to 

students about the love of God.  Many students accepted Christ as their Personal Saviour because of her dedicated efforts. 

Ms. Geetha Chandy passed away on 18 April 2019. She leaves behind her elder brother Mr. Seva Prasad Chandy, nephew 

Thomas Chandy, his wife Evon Selina and niece Grace Sowmya Chandy. Her family and the community has this blessed 

hope to meet her when the Lord returns.

ORBITUARY 
Ms. GEETHA CHANDY

Dr. R. S. Lowry was born in Bengaluru, India on 4 January  1918 when his father Pastor G.G. Lowry was the Principal of the 
then known South India Training School at Krishnarajapuram, Bengaluru. He had his early education at Bishop Cotton 
School, Bengaluru and Vincent Hill School, Mussorrie. Later he left to United States to pursue his college studies and higher 
education. He returned to   India in 1940 to be appointed as Business Manager of SDA Hospital, Surat.  He continued his 
dedicated service to Southern Asia Division holding various responsible positions until 1987. He was the 11th Principal of 
Lowry Memorial High School from 1948-1950. He was also the longest serving President of Southern Asia Division.

Dr. R.S. Lowry was the former President of Southern Asia Division from 1962 - 1980 that included India,  Pakistan, 
Bangladesh, Burma and Srilanka.

Dr. R.S. Lowry’s 40 yearlong ministry in Southern Asia has spanned some of the most difficult periods of the history of the 
church.  The Adventist educational system was going through a series of crises of identity and achievements.

Dr. R.S. Lowry as the Division Educational Secretary, worked, counselled and guided the schools during the past 18 years, as 
President of Southern Asia Division. Dr. R.S. Lowry piloted the Adventist ship with utmost creativity, concern and prayerful 
leadership. Consequently, the work grew enormously.
• Membership at the beginning of 1962 was 25,877 by  the end of 1980 it rose to   101,657.
• Number of churches in 1962 was 361, at the end of 1980 it was 792. 
• Baptisms for 1962 was 2084, by the end of   1979, it was 11,889.
 More than statistical increase was the maturity that the church had witnessed during his leadership.

Dr. R.S Lowry took an abiding interest in the welfare, growth and fruitage of the work from designing the first decent living  
quarters   at  Salisbury   Park;  to   bringing  graduate education at Spicer College, from listening to the whisper of the humble 
to mastering the varied problems that confronted the church, from chairing numerous committees on routine basis. He 
devoted himself unreservedly for the furtherance of God’s cause in Southern Asia.  The benevolent leader felt the need to 
pass the mantel of Division leadership from a foreigner to a National. The edifice he has helped build will stand for God’s 
Glory.

When Lowry Memorial College celebrated its 95th Anniversary and the Pre-centenary on 14-15 November 2010. The Chief 
Guest for the occasion was Dr. R. S. Lowry who was 93 years old then.

He was accompanied by his daughters, son-in-law, son and grandson. We dedicated the 95th Anniversary Souvenir to
 Dr. R.S. Lowry for his selfless service and dynamic leadership  to the cause of God’s work in Southern Asia Division  and  
Lowry Memorial College.

Dr. R.S. Lowry passed away peacefully in his sleep on Saturday, 1 March 2019.  We have lost a powerful leader in the history 
of Lowry. It will not be long until we see him again in the glorious resurrection morning.

ORBITUARY
Dr. R. S. LOWRY
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OFFICE STAFF
Office Secretaries

Business Office
Mr. Vasanth J

Systems Administrator

Mr. Benjamin
Systems Engineer

Mr. Anisipho Naik
Accountant

Mr. Yesudas A
Office Assistant

Mr. Mohan K
Supervisor

Maintenance

OFFICE STAFF

Mr. Ranjan Henry Rao
Administrative Assitant to the President
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MAINTENANCE
&  SECURITY

CAFETERIA
&  TRANSPORTATION

Cafeteria staff along with their supervisors Pr. Naveen Isaiah and Mr. John Israel

Transport staff

House Keeping staff along with their supervisor 
Mr. Hanison Melwyn P 

Security staff along with the Campus 
Superintendent Mr. Basker A

Estate Upkeep staff along with the 
Campus Superintendent Mr. Basker A

Auxillary staff along with the Campus Development Officer  
Mr. Sunil Kumar

CAMPUS SECURITY COMMITTEE
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GENTRY MEN’S HOSTEL BERTHA WOMEN’S HOSTEL

Mr. C Devadas
Dean of Men

Mr. Gnana Leonarld
Assistant Dean of Men

Mrs. Suvarna Anand
Dean of Women

Mrs. Hema Devadas
Assistant Dean of Women
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ALUMNI CORNER

BATCH OF 1984
ALUMNI MEET

Mr. Bobby Varghese
Speaker, Divine Service

Mr. Paulraj D
Secretary, College 

Alumni Association

Mr. Ajai David
Vice President, General 
Academics and Human 

Resource

Mr. Shantharaj S
Lab Technician, 

SDA Hospital

Mr. John Calvin D
President, College 

Alumni Association
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BATCH OF 1994
ALUMNI MEET

His Highness  
Yaduveer Krishnadatta Chamaraja

 Wadiyar, the present head 
of the Wadiyar Dynasty

Maharaja of Mysore

Emcees
Reena and Mamtha R
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To Him Who Overcomes: 
I Will  Give Him The Crown 
Of Life…
Each one of us will encounter test, trials and tribulations that 
place pressure on us either physically, emotionally, financially or 
spiritually. What can we do when trial and tribulations come into our 
lives? How can we prepare ourselves to face difficult challenges? 
We can overcome by keeping God first in our life and studying His 
word.  

I made my decision while I was working as a priest in a Roman 
Catholic Church to overcome this spiritual tribulation, as we were 
considered parallel to God. Asking people to confess their sins in 
our ears i.e. confession. The Bible says in 1 John 1:9 If we confess 
our sins He is faithful to forgive our sins,  so who am I to forgive  
a man?  Why am I being treated as God? I wanted to read the 
Bible which was not available to us in those days.  I went out to 
the CSI church it was locked, then I went to the SDA church as it 
was opened and the pastor gave me a Bible to study. He explained 
what I  longed to know. This thirst led me to Lowry Seminary and 
further to Spicer to study more.  During my service there were so 
many trials and temptation and by God’s grace I could overcome 
with His strength and by being faithful in His vineyard. I can now 
safely say with Apostle Paul, that there is laid up for me a crown of 
righteousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge, shall give me 
at that day.

I am thankful to God for taking care of my family.  All my children  
were educated at  Lowry and are well settled today. 

I am so grateful to Prof. M Ravindra Shankar, President, Lowry 
Memorial College and Group of Institutions for honouring me 
as the Alumni of the year on 10 February 2019 during the 103 
Anniversary Celebration. I wish this Institution grows to 
greater height and prepares many students for His kingdom. 

I wish the  Editorial Team great success. 

God Bless Lowry!

Pr. J M Lucas 
Director, Mother Theresa Educational and Welfare Society
Alumnus, Class of 1951
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With All Good Wishes to the 
Graduating class of 2019
We are living in a marvellous and wonderful world – a world that 
was unknown to the past generations. We are living at a time when 
rapid and incredible changes are taking place in almost all spheres 
of life due to evolution of scientific knowledge and consequent 
development of technology.

The present generation is fortunate to enjoy the fruits of Genetic 
Engineering, benefits from the use of computers, carry a library 
of books from the best libraries of the world in a tiny chip, in the 
pocket, have access to the most recent information at the press 
of a button, communicate with the people at the other end of 
the world in a fraction of a second and admire the intellectual 
capabilities and skills of David Hanson from making ‘Sophia’ – the 
world’s first robotic citizen who functions almost like a human 
being but on the basis of Artificial Intelligence. However all these 
achievements will soon become a thing of the past and very soon 
we will see new technology and a new world.

The young college students of today may have the opportunity to 
see more fiction turned into reality. They will use driverless cars, 
may even travel by cars that fly, enjoy a ride into space, see the first 
stages of colonisation of the Moon and perhaps spend a holiday on 
the Moon and wait anxiously for the science fiction writer Arthur C 
Clarke’s novels namely ‘A Space Odyssey’ and ‘The Final Odyssey’ 
to be fulfilled so that they can travel into space by an  elevator.

While all these changes are taking place around you, do not be a 
mere spectator. Prepare yourself for the challenges of tomorrow.
Do not be content with mediocre achievements, rise above the 
ordinary intellectual capabilities of thinking, reasoning, evaluating, 
performing and decision making. So discover the potential within 
you, sharpen your intellectual skills, have a positive attitude in life, 
aim high, work hard, determine to excel in whatever you do and 
you will be a winner in the struggles of life.

Dear senior students, as you leave the portals of Lowry Memorial 
College, I wish you well. May you be successful in all that you do 
and have a bright future. May God bless you in all your endeavours.

With Best Wishes,

Prof. G.D. Dayananda Rao

Alumnus, Class of 1966

 
Those were the best days of 
my life…

Memories unforgettable at Lowry Higher Secondary School   
                                                                                    
The name Lowry rings a melody in the hearts of its Alumni.  This 
wonderful Institution has been a blessing to all who have entered 
its portals of learning over the years.  I thank God for leading this 
Institution through the dedicated services of the administrators 
and staff for empowering the students with the knowledge of 
truth from its inception.

When South India Training School was relocated from Coimbatore 
to Krishnarajapuram in 1917, it served the purpose of being 
centrally located in South India. However, with the formation 
of Southern Asia Division in 1919 the need for this Institution 
to transform to collegiate education was done to enable the 
students to prepare for a career in denominational service.

This campus was renamed as Spicer Missionary College in honour 
of the Pioneer worker William Ambrose Spicer.  At the start of II 
World War in 1939 plans were made to translocate this Institution to 
a more central place of SUD to cater the students from the greater 
geographical area of the Indian administration under the British Raj.

The departure of Spicer Missionary College to Pune did not imply 
the closure of the Institution at Bangalore.  By the providence of 
God, this organisation continued to function and was renamed 
as Lowry High School in honour of the founder and pioneer Elder 
Gentry George Lowry.

What did Lowry School mean for those who entered its portals 
: It provided the Dynamics of Seventh-day Adventist learning.      
1. The weekend services were times of spiritual development with 
values of  Sabbath fellowship, musical renditions, participations of 
activities in Sabbath School and  Adventist Youth Society 
Meetings. Pr. Kutzner opened the song service with this song 
‘Again as evening shadows fall we gather in His hallowed hall’.
2. The co-educational structure of the boarding school system with 
a curriculum that was accredited by the state of Karnataka was 
very useful to all concerned.
3. The student-work programme was a central part of campus life.  
Every student learnt  the essence of real life  with this hands-on 
experience,  in the varied  available work opportunities namely:  
farm, dairy, carpentry, estate, hostels, dinning hall,  bakery, poultry, 
janitorial, library, printing press, apiary, security, food factory 
and the motor winding unit.  These work programmes helped in 
understanding the ‘dignity of labour’ and these methods of 
learning new skills brought   the great Indian leader M.K. Gandhi to 
visit the campus and see the excellent educational programme in 
1934 along with the local Governor.
4. In 1964, PUC was introduced and this attracted students to go 
for further education in Universities and prepare them for medical 
education at Vellore for MBBS.   This particular course was popular 
for Adventists from all over India and even the Far East as it was a 
qualification for Vellore CMC entrance.
5. In 1968, SUD authorised the flagship of the Vocational 

Dr. Franklin Samraj 
Prof. of History Spicer Adventist University
Alumnus, class of 1966

Training Center.  This was programmed to run parallel with the Higher 
Secondary School to expose and give opportunities to enhance 
Industrial skills. 

My friends and classmates during this period includes Vanthan 
Thomas whose skill in motor winding was well appreciated, the 
other classmates were  Daniel, Prema, Chandragunu, Harriet, 
Arunodhayam, Gladys Hilda Bai, Mukundan, Daniel Dayananda Rao, 
Dorothy and Stella.  All of us passed the year successfully. Some of our 
Teachers were C.K. John – Social Studies, Pr. George Isaiah – Moral, 
Shesdhari – Science, J.N. Samuel -  Mathematics and Pr. Kutzner 
- Chemistry.  All our teachers were remarkable and earned our 
respect and admiration.  I would like to specially mention our kind 
and capable Hostel Dean Mr. Raja Rao.  

The school choir was conducted by Pr. Kutzner and Pr. Curnow, this 
provided us an opportunity to learn choir anthems.  The school 
song ‘Oh Lowry Memorial High school’ was sung with fervor at all 
times.  The school paper ‘Lowry Flash’ was a monthly newsletter 
published and printed at Lowry Press. The campaign to promote its 
subscription was a highlight of the school year activity. The school 
camp at Doddaballapur was also a great experience to remember.

Pr. Y. R. Samraj, my father was a student during 1939-41 and went 
to Pune after its translocation.  He also worked as a Bible teacher 
after his retirement in 1987.  My Aunt Mrs. Florence Jones Isaac was 
Headmistress in 1955 and was instrumental in getting the High 
School programme with State Board Certification.  I completed my 
SSLC in 1966 and PUC in 1969.

My classmate Alfred Poey from Singapore completed his PUC 
successfully and got into MBBS at Vellore in the open category. 
Currently he is a Cardiac Surgeon in Penang.

Needless to say, we all received our shares of penalties and rewards 
for our deeds as students and learned lessons from them.
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Lowry: My Alma Mater
My childhood at Lowry remains the happiest and 

most carefree days of my life. My spiritual journey 

with Jesus began here. We had excellent teachers. 

Mr. T. S. Abraham  helped us understand and love 

mathematics. Pr. and Mrs. Nathaniel, our Choir 

Directors,  taught us discipline and to sing 

together in harmony. I learnt  life skills and values 

by participating in the Pathfinder Club. I made 

friends for a lifetime at Lowry.

Later in life, it was my privilege to become a 

Science teacher and to make a difference in 

the lives of my students.  Pr. Varghese was the 

Principal who taught us to pray and draw closer to 

God. I feel delighted to see my students become 

excellent teachers, spiritual leaders and business 

professionals. I found the love of my life, 

Mr. Robinson Devadhason, and we served 

together for a few years here. We admired Mr. and 

Mrs. J. David for being God fearing and loving.

After immigrating to the U.S.A., I became a 

nurse and at present, I work in the outpatient 

surgery unit. I live with my family in San Diego, 

California. We have three loving children and two 

precious grandchildren. I remain grateful to this 

remarkable institution and to God who guides us 

through this journey of life.

Mrs. Starry Robinson

Batch of 1971

A journey through time
I am  glad and privileged to share my spellbound experiences. I still 
remember the first day I entered  Lowry Memorial High School campus. 
I was absolutely immature and naive, from Malur. Getting admission 
to this prestigious institution was a dream.  My  cousin brother and I  
commuted by train from Malur to study here.  I never felt the travel in 
vain. 

Our teachers were extremely strict  for punctuality, assignment 
submission, and discipline. Henceforth, we stand upright today in 
our personal and professional life. The messages and counselling we 
received  from  time to time  has made us strong with good exposure to 
a congenial environment like a safety shield.

 We not only  acquired  knowledge but also  practical lessons of life. We 
had lots of activities such as sports and games, arts and craft, music, etc.

The hard work of our teachers  transformed us into an all-rounder who 
can encounter any  challenges that  life throws at us. I had  good-natured 
friends whom I am still  in touch with and we remain friends forever.

Today, I take immense pride in all my achievements and 
accomplishments. I could not have been what I am if I were not groomed 
and nurtured at Lowry Memorial High School. I am grateful to my Alma 
Mater.

Sunitha Reddy
Assistant Professor, JSS College for Women
Mahila District Vice President (Congress)
BTM Layout Assembly Constituency
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Nostalgia
The way in which I have grown up, matured, and found out who I am, is something that I accomplished by going to 
Lowry. The feelings of being home sick, the loneliness of not knowing anyone, living with people you have never met 
before, are just some of the struggles of being at a boarding school for the first time.  When the dean woke us up in 
the morning for worship, it was a struggle to wake up and wished it was Sabbath when we could sleep in for another 
hour. The first meal I ate at Lowry was ‘ragi kanji.’  Ragi became my favourite food and even now, fifty years later, I ask 
my wife to prepare that for me.  

After the initial adjustments of a boarding school life at Lowry, it felt like a family, another home, which helped 
me in fitting in and gaining independence. ‘Work while you learn’ was an important concept I experienced. As a 
student, I remember working 15 hours a week in the printing press. When I started at Lowry in 1967-68, I knew only 2 
languages: Kannada and Malayalam. Upon completion of 10 grade in 1973,  I learned to read, write, and speak 
English, speak Tamil and write a little bit of Hindi. 

My experience at Lowry has taught me one fundamental thing – independence!  I met different people from East, 
West, South, and North, interacted with them, learned about their cultures, and grew physically, emotionally, 
mentally, and spiritually. 

In my book, Lowry is not just a college, it is a brand! It is unique in its culture of teaching and nurturing. Discipline 
was prominent. There are so many opportunities to develop one’s personality if you put your mind to it. It was very 
precious and golden phase of my life. The entire faculty and other members of Lowry were supportive. I am so 
grateful to be a part of Lowry. 

As graduates of Lowry class of 1973, we have about 50% of classmates on a WhatsApp group. Reminiscing takes away 
some of the current stressors. We are hoping to find everyone. 

“In the end, you always go back to the people who were there in the beginning.”

Dr. Sam’s brief biography:
Dr. Abraham completed his high school at Lowry and baccalaureate degree at Spicer. After graduating from Spicer, 
he taught for 5 years at Lowry from 1980-1985. Upon moving to the United States, he joined Andrews University 
and completed the Registered Nurse (RN) program and Master of Science (MS) degree.  He completed his Doctor of 
Health Administration (DHA) degree from the University of Phoenix, Arizona, in 2012. His research focused on factors 
contributing to patient falls in psychiatric inpatient units. 

His work experience includes nurse manager of hospital psychiatric programs, teaching psychiatric nursing at 
Andrews University, Western Michigan University, and Bethel University. In May 2019, he was awarded the Teaching 
Excellence Award from Western Michigan University.

He was the President of psychiatric nurse managers in the State of Michigan. His professional activities include 
publishing in healthcare journals (more than 60 articles published), and helping students and faculty with publica-
tion. 

His daughter Marissa passed away of medical complications at the age of 18. His wife Merline and son Andrew are 
in the US. 

Dr. Samuel P. Abraham
Associate Professor of Nursing
Bethel University, Mishawaka, Indiana 46545
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Declaration of God’s power to the NEXTGEN
The Psalmist ran the race and finished well.  He is determined to testify God’s power to the next 

generation. He states “Cast me not off in the time of old age; forsake me not when my strength faileth. 

Now also when I am old and greyheaded, O God forsake me not, until I have showed Thy strength unto 

this generation, and Thy power to everyone that is to come. Psalms 71:9, 18.” He continues on “My mouth 

shall shew forth Thy righteousness and Thy salvation all the day. Psalms 71: 15.” 

My life’s journey began  on 7 August 1956, when a little baby girl with bright eyes named Padma Pauline 

Tadi was born to Tadi Paul Raj and Mary Paul in a little town called Nuzvid at Gifford Memorial Hospital 

in Andhra Pradesh, India. Little did the parents know, that the Lord was about to use their daughter to 

reach out to thousands of young eager minds from all over the world, who seek knowledge and try to 

understand the meaning of true education - the harmonious development of the physical, mental and 

spiritual.

At age 11, my parents decided that they were going to travel to  Bengaluru, to a Seventh-day Adventist boarding school, 

Lowry Memorial Junior College, a faith-based institution that would instill in me Christian values and virtues as I live my life in this 

world.  With tear-filled eyes, I waved goodbye to my father who left me at the boarding school and reminded me of the quote, 

“Education is power and knowledge is wealth.” How true were his words… the education he provided to me translated to bountiful 

material blessings. My father served and retired as the Educational Director of the SDA Conference in Hyderabad, South India. He rested 

in the Lord in 1998. 

From 1967 to 1971, I studied grades 7- 10 in the most ideal Christian environment. learning about Jesus and His love.  During my 

stay at Lowry, our Principal Pr. J M Curnow, a missionary from the USA ensured top quality education. I grew physically, mentally and 

spiritually in harmony with God’s law. I was baptised at age fourteen after attending several week of prayer sessions. Lowry College laid the 

foundation of who I would become the next forty years. I made friendship at Lowry that lasted a lifetime. Some of my best friends in high 

school were Starry Robinson, Gladys Ranbhise, Vijaya Hansdak, Suhasini Karipalli, Subhashini Mesipan, Deborah Ravindra Shankar, Vanaja 

Paul, Beulah Manuel, Lally Ulery, Premila Chauhan, and Geetha Chandy. All my friends attained higher education and settled with great 

careers in different parts of the world. We were Lowry products branded well, highly prized and marketable in the professional career 

world. Sadly, we recently lost a couple of friends, Lally and Geetha who are resting in the Lord. 

In 1971, I graduated from Grade 10 from Lowry High School along with my brother Paul Sudhakar, who is doing extremely well in the 

business world of pharmaceutical companies. People all over the world consult with him about their pharmaceutical products and 

related issues. Many thanks to my father for his thoughtful planning for our future. He made sure we had morning and evening devotions 

in our home, which moulded our characters, the blessings of which we are reaping today.

 I obtained a Bachelor and Master of Science degrees from Hyderabad by the age of twenty-one and accepted a job as a lecturer offered 

by Lowry Principal Pr. K I Varghese to teach Biology to pre-medical students at my Alma Mater. After teaching for seven years, I moved to 

the USA through the guidance of Pr. Mattison, President of Southern Asia Division. Eventually, I attained a Doctorate degree in Cancer 

Biology from Loma Linda  University in California, followed by a Post-Doctoral degree in Environmental Toxicology. I attained a Master of 

Public Health degree in Lifestyle medicine from Loma Linda University.

 I met my life partner Guru Uppala, a Mathematician, and a prized gift from God and was blessed with two handsome intelligent boys, 

Danny and Michael.

 In my professional teaching career, I was able to teach at five Seventh - day Adventist Colleges and Universities in the world. All five have 

a rich legacy and sacred SDA history. Three universities were built on sites and locations as directed by God through the prophet Ellen G 

White’s visions; Oakwood University ( I served 7 years), Loma Linda University (14 years) and currently serving as the Chair of the School 

of Population Health, Nutrition, and Wellness at Andrews University, USA.

 During my professional career, I was honoured with several awards for excellence in teaching, research, and service. I am thankful to the 

President, Prof. M Ravindra Shanker who recognised my international educational efforts and presented the Alumni of the Year Award in 

2016.  I owe much to many mentors; one of who deserves recognition is Dr. Benjamin Lau, a world famous SDA Cancer Researcher and 

Physician.

As I reflect back on my life, I see God’s miraculous hand leading me all along. I am praying that this testimony of mine of how God chose 

me from a humble home and placed me on a pedestal in what we can equate to the Mecca of SDA educational system at Andrews 

University is amazing. Despite my weaknesses and difficulties of my spiritual journey, the Lord was always by my side.  This testimony 

is dedicated to the thousands of students I taught these 30 years as well as to all students who look up to teachers and professors for 

guidance. When God places your teachers and professors to serve you, He prepares and moulds us through fiery experiences only to 

shape us in His image. As my journey nears the end, I declare that when you trust in God and obey His commands, He will bless you with 

blessings that there will not be enough room to receive them. 

The psalmist states “By Thee have I been holden up from the womb: Thou art He that took me out of my mother’s bowels: my praise shall 

be continually of Thee (verse 6)” “I am as a wonder unto many, but Thou art my strong refuge (verse 7). Like the Psalmist, I am determined 

to finish well and I want the end of my journey to be even more fruitful than the beginning.  Every generation has the responsibility of 

passing the baton, to the next generation. It has been said that it is important to pursue a Paul and train a Timothy, be mentored by a 

Mary and prepare a Phoebe. Lord help me to finish well and declare your power to this generation and the NEXTGEN. May my mouth tell 

of your righteousness and proclaim the mighty acts of God! 

This article is dedicated to my father T. Paul Raj, my mentor  Pr. J M Curnow, Pr. K I Varghese and my two Lowry High School friends Lally 

Ulery and Geetha Chandy who are resting in the Lord.

Dr. Padma Pauline Tadi Uppala

Chair, School of Population Health, Nutrition and Wellness

Andrews University, Michigan, USA.
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Smile
A smile is a ray

Chasing darkness away

Lights up a room

Casting away gloom.

A joyous sight

A heart’s delight

A radiant beam

On heaven’s realm.

An anchor from

Life’s ravaging storm

A relief in pain

 Sunshine in rain.

A beautiful glow

When feeling low

A magical effort

A solace and comfort.

A rainbow across the sky

Lifting spirits high

Like a lovely spring

Makes our hearts sing.

Like sweet buds that blossom

A smile is indeed so awesome.

Newton’s Law
I was inattentive in Science class one day

When the teacher at random looked my way

I didn’t look up, I wouldn’t dare

There’s no escaping that intense glare.

Asked me to explain to the class

Newton’s Law of Gravity and mass

My mind was a blank, heartbeats louder

For an answer I started to flounder.

I stood before the class trembling with fear

“Gravity” I said…and then oh dear!!!

I fell off the stage on to the floor

How the class with laughter did roar.

The children tittered in great amusement

They didn’t know my sad predicament

The teacher said, “You’ve demonstrated gravity”

“Although you did it with much levity”.

At length I returned to my seat

With many applause did they greet

Now I look back upon this and ponder

I decide to listen and not let my mind wander.

Nadita Das

Deputy Chief Ticket Inspector

(South Western Railway, Bengaluru)

Batch of 1986
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Childhood + Freedom 
= Humanity 
Much of the world’s population especially in poor countries is 
made up of children and young people. To achieve a peaceful 
world, it is crucial that the rights of children and young people 
be respected. Following the tradition of Mahatma Gandhi, Indian 
activist Kailash Satyarthi has waged a peaceful struggle to stop 
children being exploited as labourers instead of attending school. 
He has also contributed to the development of International 
Conventions on Right of Children.

Kailash Satyarthi is a human rights activist from India who 
has been at the forefront of the global movement to end child 
slavery and exploitation since 1980. He gave up a lucrative career 
as an Electrical Engineer to initiate a crusade against child 
servitude. As a grassroots activist, Kailash and the grassroots 
movement was founded by him.

Bachpan Bachao Andolan (Save Childhood Movement) have 
liberated more than 83,000 children from exploitation and 
developed a successful model for their education, rehabilitation 
and reintegration into the mainstream society in 2014. Kailash 
Satyarthi was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize jointly with Malala 
Yousafzai for their struggle against the suppression of children 
and young people and for the rights of all children to 
education. Kailash says, “I am sure that together all of us will usher 
in a child-friendly world within our lifetime”.

Mr. Irfan Basha
Assistant Professor

Department of Languages

Sugar – Frontal Lobe – 
Decision Making
Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal 
of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, 
what is good and acceptable and perfect.” Romans 12:2

The brain is divided into 4 lobes.  Each lobe has specific function. 
The frontal lobe behind the forehead is the largest of the 4 major 
lobes of the brain in mammals.

The frontal lobe controls important cognitive skills in humans such 
as emotional expression, problem solving, memory, language, 
judgement and sexual behaviour. It is in essence, the ‘control 
panel’ of one’s personality and ability to communicate.

A person with damaged frontal lobe experiences impairment of 
moral principles, loss of love for family, loss of empathy, lack of 
restraint (leading to boasting, hostility and aggressiveness), 
distractibility, restlessness, fantasying, lack of foresight and lack 
of abstract reasoning.  The disease caused due to frontal lobe 
damage includes: mania, OCD (Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder), 
ADHD (Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder), depression and 
increase in appetite.

The brain uses glucose (simple carbohydrates) almost exclusively 
as its source of energy however; the brain does not have much 
room to store nutrients.  Only a 2 minute supply of glucose is 
available to the brain cells and this is in the form of glycogen (the 
storage form of sugar). Thus for peak performance the frontal lobe 
requires blood with steady and adequate glucose levels.

Years ago, researchers began referring to ‘candy bars’ as ‘brain 
food’.  Eventually, more research led to the findings that refined 
sugar products like candy bars had opposite effect on the brain.  
Large amount of sugar in the diet have been demonstrated to 
impair frontal lobe functions in school and college going students.

During a scientific research, 49 college students were given a drink 
that contained one of the three most common sugars - fructose 
from fruits, glucose and sucrose that people consumed regularly.  
Researcher examined their frontal lobes and cognitive tests such 
as mental math and mental interference were conducted focusing 
on response time.  The findings were astonishing.  The students 
who drank glucose and sucrose performed significantly worse 
than those who drank fructose.

It is also noted that when the blood sugar level in type 1 diabetes 
mellitus spikes higher than 250mg/dl causes mental confusion.  
Excessive sugar consumption also increases the risk of depression.
Therefore, the best source of carbohydrates for the brain is from 
fruits, vegetables, whole grains and millets.  Natural and organic 
food helps to keep our blood sugars fairly at constant level.  It is 
evident that healthy food habits protect the frontal lobe which in 
turn helps us in efficient decision making.

Mrs Betty Rajan 
HOD,  Community Health Nursing

Mr. Kailash Satyarthi
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Value-based Learning
The Bible tells us, “Children are a heritage from the Lord. 
Offspring a reward from Him.” (Psalm 127: 3).  Children must be an 
important priority for us. Our children are from God, the giver of 
all good things. They are God’s most beautiful creation. There is a 
symbiotic connect between children and teachers.  God holds us 
responsible for bringing our children up in a godly way.  Teachers 
play vital roles in the lives of the children in their classrooms.  They 
are blessed and truly in a position to mould the lives of so many 
children. They are potters and children are like clay.  They are best 
known for the role of educating the students that are placed in 
their care. Teaching is a huge responsibility and should be a 
calling. 

Aristotle said, “Education is an ornament in prosperity and a 
refuge in adversity.”  In other words, education far transcends 
academic excellence.  It is not about running a race with your 
classmates and topping the list.  It is about soaking in all the 
knowledge gained during the process, and then translating 
that knowledge into wisdom.  Therefore, a person who went to 
a school where value based education was provided will be able 
to contemplate situations and act accordingly, in comparison 
with people who never received value based education.  Thus, 
education becomes an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in 
adversity.

Value education is simply a matter of developing appropriate 
behaviour and habits involving inculcation of certain virtues and 
habits.  Without virtue or good character, it is not possible to 
achieve great accomplishment of any great work.  The most critical 
task today is that of building a character.  For teachers, it involves 
swerving teaching in a manner that you are actually engaging in 
character education.  Like us, our children too face tremendous 
pressure in their own lives. They have to cope with the 
expectations of their teachers, meet the standards of their parents, 
and conform to the peer group pressures and habits. These are 
virtually three different worlds and they have to make hundreds of 
choices from thousands of options in millions of areas every day.

These pressures manifest themselves in different forms, such as 
early drug addiction, childhood pregnancies, killing on campus, 
internet hacking and many such forms of self-chosen stress 
busters.  Teachers spend a lot of time with the children.  They must 
keep their antennas up to recognise sensitive signals of stress that 
children undergo.  Teachers need to remain clued into the state of 
mind of children by picking up their behavioural signals.

One might argue that the parents should be the bedrock of values, 
but today, with both parents working and families’ being nuclear, 
unfortunately, the focus is not on the softer and key aspects but 
rather on studies and grades.  Sometimes parents feel that values 
are God given.  Nevertheless, these need to be made explicit.  
Values give meaning to life. They give person his identity and 
character.  Since a child spends a large part of his time at school, 
the responsibility of nurturing the child holistically and building 
his character rests equally with his teachers who are his mentors.  

Teachers should instil some values in children such as honesty 
and integrity, a sense of self- worth, taking responsibility, 
tolerance, compassion, respecting divergent opinions, humility 
and of course self-discipline.  Only then, a child grows to be a 
caring and a well-balanced human being.  At the end of the day, as 
Michael Josephson puts it, “character is ethical and moral strength. 
People of good character have the moral awareness and strength 
to know the good, love the good and do the good.”  If we have 
to teach values to children we must realise that we ourselves – as 
educators, as teachers have to be role models.  As the old adage 
goes, we have to practice what we preach.  Therefore, teachers 
have to lead by examples.  

Teachers typically do not think of themselves as role models, 
however, inadvertently they are. Students spend a great deal 
of time with their teacher and therefore, the teacher becomes 
a role model to them. There can be a positive or negative effect 
depending on the teacher. They not only  teach  but also love and 
care for them. Teachers are typically highly respected by people 
in the community therefore become a role model to students and 
parents.

Teachers are sailors who point out the lighthouse.  It is upto us 
to teach them to think beyond themselves. Teach them that on 
the contrary there is far greater joy in giving then receiving. In 
addition, caring for others help to give a spiritual tenor to your 
teachings.  Educating children to recognise spiritual values from 
their infancy provides a bridge to a well-balanced life as they grow 
up.

What else can we, as educators, teach that will stand our students 
in good stead through their lives? As education is also about 
equipping students with life-management skills to focus on their 
goals and live a value -centred live. We must give this a sharper 
focus.            

Impress upon them that all of us children, parents, teachers do not 
exist in isolation; we live in an independent society. Teach them to 
recognise this and have respect for others. They must be taught 
to respect divergent views. Not having this perspective of respect 
is the bane of today’s society, where we see so many warring 
functions.

Most important is making the student believe in himself. It has 
faith on the pillar of faith; in himself you can embed in students, 
‘the can-do’ attitude. The ultimate objective of all this is to instil 
in children a deep sense of self-belief that comes through deeply 
instilled values and a spirit that seeks excellence. Give them wings 
and empowerment.

It is important to impress upon children the need to learn from 
mistakes as those very mistakes are the stepping-stones to 
success.  

Einstein remarked once: “try not to become a man of success 
but try to become a man of values.”  Briefly, it can be concluded 
that education without vision is waste, education without value 
is crime, and education without mission is a life burden. A nation 
with atomic power is not a strong nation but a nation with people 
with strong character is indeed a strong nation. Therefore, for the 
sustainable human development as well as for the social growth, 
there is a need of value-based education. The challenge has to 
be met by collective introspections.  The values are the guiding 
principles of life, which are conducive for all round development 
to give direction and peace to life.    

It is important for all of us to look together at the opportunity that 
the road to holistic education provides. Let us go ahead, firm in 
our resolve and steadfast in our commitment to make a difference.

Dr. Joseph Sharma
Associate Professor
Department of English 
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Multiple Intelligences
Humans are intelligent!
Do not ask, “Are you intelligent?”
Instead ask, “How are you intelligent?”

Intelligences are eight in number.
It is always easy to remember
Because you are one as a member.

One such is Math-logic
With numbers you do magic
Reasoning is your basic.

Another one is Linguistic
With vocabulary you stick
Your writings are majestic.

Yet another is Musical
“Notes”… you are no way skeptical
You go on and on radical.

One more called Visual
Creative and imaginative and unusual
Artistry for you is casual.

Much important is Bodily Kinesthetic
Sports men and dancers – the pick, 
Their life is always hectic.

The need of the hour is Naturalist
Similarities and dissimilarities in the list
And smart in the area of gist.

If you are intelligent as Inter-personal
You are not always rational
You play your game typical.

Spiritual is otherwise Intra-personal
You are very much analytical
Understand others as special.

 

     
I. Ebeenezar

Director, Counselling and Placement

International Financial 
reporting standards
Convergence from GAAPs to IFRS

Preparation and presentation of financial statements are the 
two important tasks for an organisation. The future of business 
concerns purely depends on those statements. Now a days, 
reporting and disclosure plays a crucial role to reach statements 
to shares and stakeholders of companies. Earlier business 
enterprises are Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (Indian 
GAAPs), Indian Accounting Standard (IAS) and International 
Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS).

IAS and IFRS are a set of accounting standards developed 
by International Accounting Standard Board (IASB) for the 
preparation and presentation of financial statements. In other 
words, these common set of rules can be consistent, comparable, 
transparent and understandable.

The reason why companies are moving from GAAPs to IFRS is 
GAAPs focus on rule based accounting system and IFRS is based on 
principles. The principle-based companies enjoy some freedom to 
make different interpretation for similar transactions. Recognition 
of revenue, inventory methods, intangible assets, development 
costs, inventory reversal, classification of liabilities, disclosure, 
presentation of cash flow statement and statement of equity are 
the main areas where major changes takes place while compared 
to Indian GAAPs.

The previous accounting system companies followed only two 
statements like balance sheet profit or loss and trading accounts. 
However, in case of IFRS companies, it is compulsory to follow five 
requirements such as:

•  A statement of financial position (Balance sheet)
• A statement of comprehensive income ( profit or loss account 
   and income statement )
• A statement of changes in equity (SOCE)
•  A cash flow statement
• Notes including a summary of the significant accounting policies

Convergence of GAAPs to IFRS arise benefits and some 
challenges, because moving from one method of accounting to 
another changes each treatment. In Indian exemptions, relaxation 
is provided to small and medium scale enterprises.

Irrespective of various challenges and limitations, adoption of 
IFRS in India significantly changed the contents of the corporate 
financial statements. As a result, it enhanced disclosures leading to 
more transparency, harmonisation and comparability that would 
lead to a better disclosure of statements.

Mrs. Deepa
Assistant Professor
Department of Commerce
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The PQRST Method of Reading 
This is a method of reading process where the information is 
imprinted in the cerebral cortex that plays a key role in retaining 
longer term memories. This is based on the work by Thomas, H. 
A. Robinson, Spache, Berg and R. P. Robinson.  This is also known 
as SQ3R (survey, question, read, recite and review) by Dr. Yow Kin 
Choong from his copy of the book “Psychology”.

This method has been shown to improve a readers understanding 
and the ability to recall information. It follows five steps in 
comprehension: Preview, Question, Read, Self-recite and Test.  The 
middle three steps apply to every section within a chapter, whilst 
the first and last steps apply to the chapter itself.  Many textbooks 
are compiled in the way which makes this method easy for 
application.

Methodology:
1. Preview
First, preview (examine) the entire chapter then skim through it so 
that there is a basic understanding of the subject.

One way to do this is:
• read the chapter’s introduction
• look at the headings
• read the section introductions and examine the figures
• read the summary

2. Question
Question on what is supposed to be learnt in the particular 
section.  This helps the brain to synchronise with the topic.

3. Read
• read the section carefully and relate it to learnt topics
• underline or highlight the keywords (do not overdo)
• make notes and summarise the topic

4. Self Recitation
• bring back from memory the learnt ideas
• recite the information aloud
• recheck

5. Test
Test yourself and review all the material.

This method has been highly recommended and tested 
throughout the world by psychologists and researchers.

 
Prof. Jiji Hakkim
HOD of OBG

https://www.lintech.org/study-skills/The_PQRST_method.html

Importance of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship in Today’s 
Scenario
Entrepreneurship keeps the economy afloat. Entrepreneurs are 
innovators of the economy and not just the scientist who invents 
and come up with the solutions. They have a large playground 
to cater to, with out-of-the-box ideas that will affect the quality 
of lives and contribute towards making the world a better and 
more sustainable place. Innovation and entrepreneurship are key 
drivers of economic growth and opportunity. In order to stay 
competitive, create jobs and increase revenue, businesses must 
emerge a technology trends in entrepreneurship development 
and drive its growth like the Silicon Valley, New York, and 
Boston, and attract the best and brightest talent in the world. India 
is drone with entrepreneurial activity like never before and it is the 
next big economic force in India. 

Innovation keeps an organisation relevant and entrepreneurial
spirit is certainly a key factor. Today’s highly dynamic business 
world needs innovations and discoveries. Innovative 
entrepreneurship involves building a new business from scratch 
based on a completely new idea. Developing economies like 
India need innovators who create new or improved products and 
services accessible to underserved populations. The successful 
exploitation of new ideas is crucial to any kind of business, it brings 
new and improved products and services to market, increase its 
efficiency and most importantly it improves profitability.

Indian economy is composed of enterprises and businesses. Any 
small business is integral to the economy. Without it, our economy 
would not survive. Every business person must also sustain 
himself, to be able to constantly evolve to fulfill the demands of 
the community and the people. In every business, it is imperative 
to be industrious, innovative and resourceful.

India has a unique infrastructure and market, which should be 
leveraged for innovation. Today’s startup buzz is the need of 
middle and low-income populations. This offers huge potential 
and opportunities to create innovative goods and services, which 
can fill existing gaps of affordability, accessibility and availability. 
Since the launch of Startup India Action Plan the initiative in 
January 2016, a number of forward-looking strategic amendments 
to the existing policy have been introduced. A startup India portal 
and mobile application have been launched which shall provide 
on-the-go accessibility to startups for various services as well as 
information and networking opportunities.

Jane Livingston
HOD Commerce and Management
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How can I become rich?
Your health and character are the 
assets to make you rich.

Steps to become rich: 
Invest early and regularly
According to Forbes News, Jeff Bezos founded e-commerce 
Colossus Amazon in 1994, out of his garage in Seattle. He is the 
wealthiest man in the world with the net worth of $156.7 billion 
as of 16 May 2019. Mukesh Ambani chairs and runs $90 billion 
revenue from oil and gas giant Reliance Industries, among India’s 
most valuable companies.  

Preserve your health
Health is wealth. If the world’s wealthiest has a net worth of $157 
billion and my asset is $500 billion then I am an all-time wealthiest 
person in the universe. Did you know that your life and character 
are much bigger than worldly possessions? My life is my capital, 
how can I invest it in order to have profit?

The wealthiest are not immune to the diseases and traits. 
Whatever we do depends on sound health. Each and every one 
must be aware of why we get sick? What causes sickness? And how 
to prevent sickness? 

Why do we get sick?
Pathogen is biological term, which is rooted from Greek words 
pathos and genes, which means suffering producer. The suffering 
producer is also known as infectious agent or germ. Infectious 
agents are classified into virus, bacteria, protozoan, prion and 
fungus.

We get sick because one or more infectious agents are residing in 
our body. Most cases we invite sickness, and it cost us to eliminate 
such diseases from us.

 Pathogen (Living and non-living)

Pathogens reside in our body through the food we eat, water we 
consume and the air we breathe. 

Note: Invest in your health early and regularly to become rich.
Tips: Eat healthy, sleep early, drink enough water and avoid sugary 
stuff if possible. 

Stop procrastination
Every day, all around the world, people avoid doing their work. It is 
a pain-point for many. Often people do not understand why they 
are actually procrastinating.  Why do I always leave things to the 
last minute?

We all know that human body is made up of laws which are 
supposed to be followed. The violation of health laws invites 
diseases. Many a time people put off their commitments 
intentionally. The habit which seems to be minor is so injurious. 
Habits such as sleeping late, eating late, neglecting exercises, 
watching movies affect our emotions and affection towards God 
and man. Mind should be trained to do things at the right moment 
or else you invite some chronic diseases.  

Trust in God
The Merriam Webster dictionary defines trust as, the belief that 
someone or something is reliable, good, honest, or effective.

Trust is not an easy thing to come by but it is one of the most 
important parts of our relationship with God. When times are 
tough and things are not going our way that is when we find it 
difficult to trust God. We lack faith in His promises and we worry 
ourselves with endless thoughts about our future.

“Trust in the Lord with all your heart, and lean not on your own 
understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him, and He shall 
direct your paths.”- Proverbs 3:5-6

 Gakwaya N Joel
Assistant Professor
Department of Computer Science

Common human organs affected with pathogen
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The Good Samaritan
“The Lord will hear when I call unto Him”.  Psalms 4:3

It was a long noisy day at work, I smeared pain balm and took a 
pill for a bad headache wanting to rest in a dark room. My son had 
not yet reached home and I was trying to recollect whether he had 
worn his basketball jersey to the college. With all this at the back 
of my mind, I fell asleep, but was startled by the sudden ring of the 
doorbell.  To my surprise, I saw two strangers asking for Raemon 
John, which is my son’s official name. They handed over an ID card 
and told me that my son had met with an accident.  I felt dizzy and 
motionless after hearing this and the strangers were in a hurry to 
take me to the hospital.

I realised that I had been carrying only a little money after the auto 
driver shrugged his shoulders and mentioned that my son’s head 
was bleeding profusely.

By the time we reached the hospital, he was given preliminary 
medical care. I was cold and numb to see him on the bed 
unconscious with many tubes around and the continuous beeps 
in the ICU.

The auto driver who brought me to the hospital was one among 
the many drivers who honked to find way as the traffic was 
choked.  He recalled that my son was lying motionless in a pool 
of blood in the middle of the road.  He begged for help with the 
passers-by to lift my son, nobody bothered to help.  A Good 
Samaritan rushed forward from behind 30 vehicles lent a helping 
hand by carrying my almost cold child. The auto driver and he 
barely managed to place my son into the auto.

They together rushed him to the hospital where the duo had an 
argument with the doctor about starting the treatment in the 
absence of a blood relative or someone from the law enforcement.  
A traffic police volunteered to sign on behalf of the parents.

After all this, the auto driver found my son’s ID card and then came 
home to pick me up.  He was a man with an empathetic heart to 
help my son who hardly showed any signs of life.

Later we had to rush Raemon to a super speciality hospital where 
he was on ventilator and in coma for four days.  Each time the 
doctors removed his ventilator off, the monitor showed a 
disappointing straight line.  Surgeries and therapies followed one 
after the other.  He was hospitalised for more than 20 days.  Praise 
God Almighty it was a miracle unlike what the doctors predicted  I 
saw that my son could open his eyes, look at me, hold me tight, lift 
his paralysed limbs, move around in a wheel chair and even walk 
out of the hospital gate and get into the car.  Wonderful mercies of 
God!  I have seen the impossible happen.  I think I have sensed and 
seen God in the form of an Auto Driver, a Doctor and a Police Man.  

I am reminded of His words- “Do not be afraid for I am your shield.”  
Genesis 15:01.
“Great things doeth He, which we cannot comprehend.”   Job 37:5
“I will be with you; I will never leave you nor forsake you.”   Joshua 
1:5

Mrs. Mini John 
Tutor
Adventist College of Nursing

Secretarial Operation 

Secretarial operation came into existence with the Industrial 
Revolution which created an enormous amount of paperwork.  
Secretaries were called to manage the clerical work in the offices.  
The female population was in demand for secretarial work during 
the early 20th century.  Secretarial institutes offered professional 
training, which made it possible for many women to enter the 
career without a bachelor’s degree.

Office secretaries are employed in virtually every industry 
particularly business, law and education. A secretary needs to be 
well versed in her abilities to assist her boss in his/her official work.

Her Core Abilities:
• being organised
• speed
• time management
• maintains confidentiality
• office etiquettes 
• right attitude
• punctual
• maintains a work diary and calendar

Her Duties and Responsibilities:
• accurate typing skill
• good computer knowledge
• command over the English language
• taking notes and correspondence
• making minutes
• organise files
• answering and making calls
• scheduling appointments
• coordinate meetings

We have to seek God’s guidance every day to direct our thoughts 
and minds to work efficiently and be an asset to the organisation. 
“Whatever you are capable of doing, do with all your might...” 
Ecclesiastes 9:10.

I thank God for giving me an opportunity to work as an office 
secretary at Lowry Memorial College. I salute to  my chieftains for 
being an inspiration.  I feel  I have done my best for my Master in 
His vineyard.

Mrs. Pushpa Mariappa Raju
Secretary – Service Records
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Heart Attack and Water 
an Interesting Fact
”The water you drink shall be the sixth part of a hin by measure; you shall drink 
it from time to time”.  Ezekiel 4:11

Summer is here!  Many of us might plan a trip to popular and 
scenic hill stations or some of us might just hangout in our 
backyard.  Chances are that we might spend a lot of time outdoors this 
summer where in, the elderly and children with existing respiratory 
problems and other health conditions are susceptible to ailments due to 
heat and pollution.

Dr. Mark Reeves says, “Drink at least five glasses of water every day to 
lower your risk of heart Diseases.” To beat the heat, we must keep our 
body hydrated.  Adequate hydration is beneficial for the brain.  It also helps 
perpetuate our body weight and imperative for a sturdy heart.  The heart 
is constantly working by pumping about 2,000 gallons of blood a day. A 
hydrated heart is able to pump blood more easily and allows the muscles 
to work even better.

Water is an essential compound for sustenance of life. From the time 
primeval species ventured from the oceans to live on land, a major-key to 
survival has been prevention of dehydration.  Water (H2O), which accounts 
for approximately 60–70% of weight of the human body, is essential for 
digestion, absorption, transfer, excretion, and circulation of biomolecules, 
as well as regulation of body temperature.  If the body’s water content 
decreases by 10% physiologic abnormalities may occur, whereas a 20% 
water loss will result in death.

Blood volume, blood pressure and heart rate are closely linked.  Blood volume 
is normally tightly regulated by matching water intake and water output. The 
effect of water drinking in these situations is thought to be due to effects on 
the sympathetic nervous system rather than to changes in blood volume.

Drinking water at a certain time maximises its effects on the body.
From the Desk of a Cardiac Specialist!
•  2 glasses of water after waking up – helps activate internal 
   organs
•  A glass of water 30 minutes before a meal – helps digestion
•  A glass of water before taking a bath – helps lower blood 
    pressure
•  A glass of water before going to bed – avoids stroke and heart 
    attack

Most heart attacks occur in the day, generally between 6 a.m. and noon. 
Having one during the night, when the heart should be most at rest, means 
that something unusual happened.

Japanese Medical Society was 100% successful in curing the following diseases 
using ‘Water Treatment’ such as headache, body ache, heart system, arthritis, 
rapid heartbeat, epilepsy, excess fat, bronchitis, asthma, TB, Meningitis, kidney 
diseases, gastritis, diarrhoea, piles, diabetes, constipation, eye diseases, 
womb cancer, menstrual disorders, ear nose and throat diseases. Remember, 
water is of vital importance – use it abundantly for good health and vitality.

Mrs. S Padmavathi
HOD Medical Surgical Nursing
Adventist College of Nursing

What Makes a Dad?

God took the strength of a mountain,

The majesty of a tree,

The warmth of a summer sun,

The calm of a quiet sea,

The generous soul of nature,

The comforting arm of night,

The wisdom of the ages,

The power of the eagle’s flight,

The joy of a morning in spring,

The faith of a mustard seed,

The patience of eternity,

The depth of a family need,

Then God combined these qualities,

When there was nothing more to add,

He knew His masterpiece was complete,

And so, He called It - Dad.

(Author unknown)
Mrs. Sadguna Santosh
lecturer
Adventist College of Nursing
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Connection in 21 Century and 
its Future.
Anytime connection, Anything connection and Anyplace 
connection is known as Internet of Things (IoT). At this day and 
age, where everything is so instant and rapid, it’s easy to connect 
with someone and something with the help of the internet and it’s 
the effect of globalisation. In 21 century, people have advanced in 
building the most important skills of connecting one to another 
via technology. Two main aspects of 21 century is connection 
and conversation. It is strange to think how young the internet is, 
considering its enormity and complexity, and yet how powerful it 
has become as a means to connect people from around the world 
and influence our everyday lives and society as a whole.  

Did you know that in 1992, there was only one website? Three 
years later, there were 623. In 1996, there were about 36 million 
people online and 100,000 websites. Today, almost two decades 
later 4,200,000,000 are the internet users (internet live stats 2019).

Internet of Things
In 1999, Kevin Ashton first proposed the concept of the Internet 
of Things (IoT). 
•  The Internet of Things allows people and things to be connected   
Anytime, Anyplace, with Anything and Anyone, ideally using Any 
network and Any service (6A’s). 
• This implies addressing elements such as Convergence, Content, 
Collections (Repositories), Computing, Communication, and 
Connectivity (6C’s) in the context.

• IoT uses ordinary objects such as cups, tables, screws, foods and 
automobile tyres can be individually addressed by means of being 
embedded with chip, RFID and bar code. 

Application of IoT.

1.  Biocompatible Smart
An item can be implanted or swallowed. 

Smart Dust: Hitachi Chip, 0.4 mm2

Smart dust is as small as a grain of salt. These miniaturised device 
has sensors, camera and communication mechanism to transmit 
the data they collect back to a base in order to process. It is also  
termed as Microelectromechanical System (MEMS). It can detect 
everything from light to vibrations as well as temperature. With 
incredible amount of power packed into its small size this device 
can stay temporarily in an environment just like a particular dust. 
They can collect data including acceleration, stress, pressure, 
humidity, sound and more from sensors.

2. Telemedicine
Telemedicine is the remote delivery of healthcare services such as 
health assessment or consultation, over the telecommunications 
infrastructure. The patient’s condition can be evaluated, 
diseases diagnosed and treat patients using video - conferencing, 
smartphones without the need for an in person visit.

Advantages of telemedicine
It is more convenient: patients do not have to take time from 
work for appointment. Travel time and expenses are reduced.
Increase access: patients in remote areas can be treated with 
a physician from far country without travelling a large distance. 
Surgery can be followed up without being in the operation room.

Disadvantages of telemedicine
Privacy: As patient’s data is transmitted over electronic devices 
the hackers and breaches are susceptible to misuse the patient’s 
privacy for their own interest. Once hackers get the patient’s 
information they can cause online assault.

Prescribe medications: a physical examination is required before 
a doctor can write a prescription for a patient.  Some patients are 
inpatients and force physician to prescribe remedies, which later 
causes other health issue.

What is next?
When God created a man, He designed him to the point 
where God himself and man were connected 24/7. When man 
transgressed the law of God, he (man) lost connection. However, 
God reconnected us through His son Jesus. Currently a man does 
not need to be in heaven so that connection can be established. 
Through Jesus Any thing from Any place, Any time is 
connected to heaven. Soon this connection will be  physical where 
man and the host of angels will meet in person. This connection 
will be eternal.

Jabez Zico
Assistant Professor 
Department of Computer Science

Current state of treatment.
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School Health and Nursing 
Child and adolescent care is the need of the hour and an 
important aspect in a family and society.  An individual spends 
almost 1/3rd part of his life in school, which makes it one of the 
most important stages in life.  A school nurse plays a significant 
role in school health.  The breath of nursing activities contained 
within the role of a school nurse and the unique non-medical 
setting differentiates school nursing from other nursing 
specialties.  The goal of a school nurse is to increase student 
attendance and decrease early dismissals in the education setting.

The number of children that have chronic conditions, mental 
health concerns and special health care needs has increased 
dramatically over the past four decades.  These conditions may 
affect the student’s ability to be in school and their readiness to 
learn.  A student’s health status is directly related to his/her ability 
to learn.  Children who have health needs have a difficult time 
engaging in the educational process.  The physical, mental, 
emotional and social health needs of students are addressed and 
support is provided towards their achievement in the learning 
process. 

School nurses appraise student health, build-up and implement 
plans for care, act as first responders and participate in health 
functions and health promotion.  They serve in a pivotal role to 
provide expertise and oversight for the provision of school health 
services and promotion of health education.  As a vital member 
of the school team, the school nurse leads the change using 
clinical knowledge and judgment to advance health and 
collaborate with school staff, parents and the community to keep 
children safe at school and healthy to learn.  They serve as a link 
between the school, family, community and healthcare providers 
to advocate for health care and a healthy school environment.

School nursing has multiple components and the role of the 
school nurse is broad and dependent on many factors: school 
setting, health needs of the student population and the 
availability of specialised instructional student support services 
and programmes. School nursing is defined as a specialised 
practice of professional nursing that advances the well-being, 
academic success and lifelong health of the students. Healthy 
children are successful learners.

The major functions of school nurses are:
• Enable normal development and positive student response to 
interventions.
• Provision of leadership in promoting health and safety, including   
  a healthy environment.
• Provide quality health care and intervene with actual and 
   potential health problems.
•  Use clinical judgment in providing case management services.
• Cooperate with others to build student and family capacity for
   adaptation, self-management, self-advocacy and learning.

Some of the additional functions of school nurse are:
• First line of defence against epidemics and disease outbreaks, 
monitoring the health of the overall population and connecting 
with public health officials.
• First responders to critical incidents on school property.
• Provide direct health services for students.
• Identify threats to health in the school community and work to 

Knowledge is Power 
“Some books should be tasted, some devoured, but only a few should 
be chewed and digested thoroughly.” – Francis Bacon

An affluent library is the heartbeat   of an institution and Lowry 
Memorial College has an incessant supply of resources and study 
material that develops the habit of reading and learning.

The library has a collection of books and journals on various 
branches of  study.  There are almost 3500 books housed in the 
library and has a subscription of 27 magazines, 14 journals, 7 
newspapers and 57 CD-ROMs.

The college has subscribed N-list (National Library and 
Information Services Infrastructure for Scholarly Content) and 
e-resources (6,000 + e-journals and 31,35,000 + e-books) which 
provides remote access to students and faculty.

Library Services:
• circulation
• essential references
• subscribed search engines 
• photocopy
• new arrivals
• book fair of well-known publishers

You can find magic wherever you look.  Sit back, relax, all you need 
is a book.

Mr. Sunil Kumar
Librarian
Degree College

eliminate those problems as a cause of ill health.
• Provide leadership for the provision of health services, health 
policies and programmes.
• Provide a critical safety net for the most fragile students.
• Provide screening and referral for health conditions such as 
vision and hearing.
• Promote a healthy school environment.
• Enable children with chronic health conditions to attend school.
• Promote student health and learning.
• Serve as a liaison between school personnel, family, community 
and health care providers.

Mrs. Sunitha Calvin
HOD,  Paediatrics
Adventist College of Nursing
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True Personality
A person with a sound body or good physique is normally 

considered as a favourable personality. This view ignores the 

definition and attributes of a genuine personality.

Man is the best example for social interaction.  Physical fitness in 

services like Army, Air Force, Navy, Police etc., is essential but the 

absence of attributes like intelligence, courage, determination and 

bravery will fail the person to achieve the desired effect. Thus, the 

term personality is an integrated formulation of social acceptance 

and human virtues.

A sound mind resides in a sound body.  Here is an example 

illustrated by a true life experience - Once a person, suffering with 

excruciating pain from toothache was standing in an overcrowded 

queue to meet the only doctor in the village.  He suddenly saw 

a person with breathlessness and so he immediately took action 

by carrying the sick man towards the doctor.  This person was 

instrumental in saving another man’s life. The doctor attended 

to his medical need immediately and then commended the 

gentleman for his timely action.  All the patients who had been 

waiting for medical attention applauded for his true sense of 

service. Now this is an upright person with true personality.

A man of authentic personality gives equal importance to the 

needs of others as his own.  He would be inconspicuous by nature 

and a person of sterling character. He promises less but keeps 

it up with integrity.  He is a man of compassion and grace and 

his deeds generally match.  He takes risks in areas while others 

withdraw.  He loves fellowmen, works for their welfare and does 

not expect anything in return for his services as he considers them 

as his duty.  He is not proud of his accomplishment and does not 

wish to be recognised by others, but eventually he is glorified.

Mrs. Vasantha K
Vice Principal
Adventist College of Nursing

Push vs Pull Talks 
The tongue has the power of life and death…” Proverbs 18:21 NIV

Have you ever wished to reverse something, which you had said, 
to someone? Unfortunately, spoken words can never be taken 
back. It is like having a bullet shot from a gun, undeviating and 
can never return back. Every time we speak, we should have 
control over the words that we push out of our mouth and likewise 
we should develop the ability to pull back words, which are going 
to create a negative impact.  When you push something out, you 
need to learn how to pull it in as well. 

Whenever you talk about push vs  pull talks in speaking 
framework, ‘push talks’ should include telling, directing, 
delegating and motivating effective flow of information,  whereas 
‘pull talks’ should involve withholding or to conceal unnecessary 
or irrelevant information. These two words push and pull go hand 
in hand and when you have a control over them, you can channel 
negativity into positivity.

Remember the last time someone hurt you with his words. The 
depth of emotional pain should teach you how powerful words 
can be. For example, if a person tries to hurt you emotionally 
through words, it is by human nature to avenge that person by 
using all the obscene words, in anger to put him down which 
would turn into a negative relationship. Sadly, no apology could 
reconnect the relationship. Words can shift gears from a friend 
into a stranger.  

Try to push talks that have words which embodies joy, peace, love, 
hope humility, kindness, empathy, truth and compassion, while 
on the other hand try to pull talks and suppress words which 
personifies anger, envy, sorrow, greed, self-pity, lies, gossip and 
ego. 

Preserve push talks that have positivity, which helps weave 
and create a ripple effect of good relationship that will help us 
establish a positive outlook by learning to have a control over 
our speech, and to push out words that spread peace and love to 
develop a spirit of fellowship and goodwill. 

Oliver Napoleon Hill, an American author said, “Think twice before 
you speak, because your words and influence will plant the seed of 
either success or failure in the mind of another”.

Mr. Chrislee Livingston

Assistant Professor
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Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are terms of Computer Science but have lately become the topic of interest because 
of their impact on business, technology and health care.  There was about $300 million in venture capital invested in AI start-ups in 2014, 
a 300% increase than the previous years (Bloomberg).  AI is changing faster than its history can be written, so prediction about its future 
quickly becomes obsolete as well.

AI is the study to equip the computers to do things which at present only humans can do.  Intelligence and all contained human 
capabilities are instilled in the machines. According to John McCarthy (Stanford Researcher), ‘AI is the science and engineering of making 
intelligent machines and computer programs to understand human intelligence’.

ML is a learning in which machine learns on its own without being explicitly programmed.  It is an application of AI that provides a system 
with the ability to automatically learn and improve from experience.  It is a science of designing and applying algorithms that is able to 
learn things from past experiences.  The basic principle is that the machine processes data and learns by itself. 

AI has been around for a long time – the Greek myths contain stories of mechanical men designed to mimic human behaviour.  In 
Europe, the early computers were envisioned as ‘logical machines’ which could replicate capabilities like memory and basic arithmetic.  
As technology and the understanding of working of human minds have progressed, the concept of AI has changed.  Concentrating on 
mimicking human decision-making processes and carrying out tasks in more human ways are being realised.  AI is now everywhere, from 
gaming stations to maintaining complex information at work.

The important breakthrough that led to the emergence of ML as the vehicle driving AI development, is the realisation that than 
teaching computers everything, it might be possible to teach them to learn for themselves (Arthur Samuel, 1959) and the emergence 
of the internet providing a huge increase in the amount of digital information being generated, stored, and made available for analysis. 
These innovations made it more effective to code computers to think like human beings, and then plug them into the internet to give 
them access to a world of information.

The key differences between AI and ML are: 

As innovation pushes the capabilities of automation and digital workforces, there are more solutions to save time, lower costs and 
increase accuracy.  In other words, technology is a powerhouse.  Despite fears that AI will eventually eliminate the need for human 
experts, it is an invaluable tool that works alongside professionals as partners demonstrating the variety of roles that AI can augment. 
Mankind gets to understand himself through the permeation of AI into the world of industry. 

Mr. John Calvin Devabhushanam
Principal
SSLC and Pre-university College 
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Ability to acquire and apply knowledge.

Increases chance of success, not accuracy and finding the 
optimal solution.

Computer program that does smart work.

Simulates natural intelligence to solve complex 
problems.

Decision making.

Develops system to mimic human response to circumstances.

Leads to intelligence.

MACHINE LEARNING

Ability to acquire knowledge or skill.

Increases accuracy, but does not care about success.  
Finding solution whether it is optimal or not.

Simple concept machine that processes data and learns from it.

Learns from data to maximise the performance of machine 
on the task.

Learning new things from data.

Involves in creating self-learning algorithms.

Leads to knowledge.
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Patience is Bitter but its Fruit is 
Sweet

This is a real life story of a father and a son who travelled a long 
distance. A young man and his father cultivated a small plot of 
land together. Several times a year they made trips to the city to 
sell their produce.

The son was very strong, ambitious and impatient while, the 
father was calm, content and happy. One day, early in the morning, 
they loaded their ox-cart with onions and cucumber and started 
their trip to the city. “If we push all day, and night, we can make it 
by morning”, said the young man. Every five minutes he  prodded 
the ox with a stick. “Take it easy”, his father admonished. The son 
countered, “If we get to the market ahead of others, we will get a 
better chance of getting a high price.”

The father said nothing and they continued their journey. Four 
hours later, they halted at a little house along the road. “Here’s your 
uncle’s place”, the father said, “Let’s stop in and say hello.”
“We are already behind schedule”, the son grumbled.
“Then a few minutes more won’t matter. I seldom see my brother, 
you know.” The young man fidgeted while the two men whiled 
away an hour, catching up on each other’s lives.

Back on the road, they came to a fork. The old man turned the oxen 
to the right. “The road to the left is shorter”, objected the son.
“I know but this way is more beautiful.” The young man exploded, 
“don’t you have any respect for time?”
“I respect it very much. That is why I like to use it to enjoy the 
beauty in life.”

Twilight found them still far from the city. Early the next morning 
the young man shook the father awake, and soon they were on 
their way. Away a mile down the road, they came upon a farmer 
trying to pull his cart out of a ditch. 

“Let’s stop and give him a hand”,  said the father.  
“And lose more time”, the son nearly shouted
“Calm down you might yourself fall in a ditch one day.”
By the time, they got the cart back on the road and continued 
their way; it was nearly 3 o’ clock in the morning. Suddenly a streak 
of lightning split the horizon. A sound louder than the thunder 
pierced the stillness, and huge cloud loomed up the horizon.
“Looks like a big storm is in the city”, observed the old man.

“If we had been there on time, we would have sold out by now”, 
his son growled.

Late afternoon, they finally were able to climb the last hill. They 
stood silently for a few minutes. Finally, in almost a whisper, the 
young man broke the silence “I see what you mean father.” 
Turning their cart around, they drove away from what had been 
until 8 o’ clock that morning The city of Hiroshima was struck by a 
nuclear bomb and was devastated.

The youth of today should always take the advice of their elders, 
as it will help them live without mistakes in their lives on earth. 
We should also take care to live close with God and take His holy 
advice. It will always be profitable to us. 

Ann Christina Abraham

I B.Com
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Being a Nurse
We are on call 7 days a week, 365 days a year, 8766 hours a year.  
We come face to face with life, death, joy and grief. Each day we 
touch a life or a life touches us.

We give hope, love, comfort, patience, care and compassion. 
We are trained, committed, fearless, strong, loyal, independent, 
hardworking, reliable, determined, dedicated and selfless.

Some events are milestones where we open eyes of a new born 
and gently close the eyes of a dying man.
We witness the beginning and the end of life. 
We are proud to be called a NURSE.

We pray to the Lord to guide our heart, hands and words as we 
care for His people on the earth.

Nikita Joan David J
IV  B.Sc. (N)

Cryptocurrency

A cryptocurrency (or crypto currency) is a digital asset designed 
to work as a medium of exchange that uses strong cryptography 
to secure financial transactions, control the creation of additional 
units, and verify the transfer of assets. Cryptocurrencies use 
decentralised control  as opposed to centralised digital currency 
and central banking systems.

The word cryptocurrency stands for an encrypted digital currency 
that can be transmitted and validated through a specific process 
generally referred to as mining. We will investigate how 
cryptocurrencies work. Here is a brief overview of the main 
properties of cryptocurrency and essential facts. In order to have 
a clear understanding of how this kind of currency actually works, 
there is a need to differentiate a few terms discussed below.

All confirmed transactions that use cryptocurrencies are kept 
in public ledgers. The identity of the user generally remains 
confidential and the relevant balance of the user is calculated 
correctly. The new transactions are usually monitored in order to 
make sure that the user of the digital wallet spends only the coins 
he/she owns.

The second term that needs to be deciphered is a transaction. 
It generally refers to the transition of money between two 
e-wallets. The transactions are kept in public ledgers and wait 
to be confirmed. The process of transaction confirmation 
usually takes several minutes. There is one more term that is used 
in regard to cryptocurrency – ‘mining.’  It stands for the procedure 
of approving the transaction and transferring them to the public 
ledger. The mining procedure adds value to cryptocurrency and is 
generally referred as a proof-of-work system.

Typically, there are various factors (apart from the essential ones 
described above) that make this financial system different from 
that of the past. The first factor is adaptive scaling, which makes it 
possible for cryptocurrencies to work properly on different scales. 
One of such systems can be found in Bitcoin.

      Hey! We are accepting Bitcoin now!
  
Bitcoin is one of the types of cryptocurrency that is specially 
designed to permit a single transaction to be made in around ten 
minutes. Cryptocurrency is cryptographic, which means that it 
uses a special encryption that allows controlling the generation 
of coins and confirming the transaction. One more distinction 
of cryptocurrency from traditional one is the fact that 
conventional financial systems use physical objects, while 
cryptocurrency is electronic. In fact, it does not require any 
physical objects, as digital money can be stored in special wallets 
and then transmitted electronically to other individuals’ wallets 
through financial transactions. This is the first and foremost 
distinction between cryptocurrency and other financial systems.

One more characteristic of cryptocurrency is the use of the 
proof-of-work system. When using such systems, a special puzzle 
is exploited to restrict the usage of cryptocurrency mining. It is also 
worth mentioning that for any currency to be effective, it needs to 
have some value. In the traditional system, gold is represented by 
the US dollar. Gold is a rare resource and requires much effort to 
obtain and then refine it. Therefore, the rarity of this resource is 
exactly what gives gold some value. Consequently, this is what 
adds value to the US dollar.

As for the cryptocurrency, it uses quite the same terms in relation 
to value. Coins here are generated by miners who operate 
software and hardware intended for dealing with the proof-of-
work systems. The work of these individuals is what gives value to 
the digital coins, and at the same time, the rarity and demand for 
coins are what causes the fluctuations in their value. Such ideas are 
incorporated in the proof-of-work system. However, there is one 
more way to validate digital money. The value can be generated 
when the transactions are placed in public ledgers, which is also 
an important aspect of cryptocurrency that continue to develop 
and remain a promising financial system with many prospects for 
the future.

Jerry Lewis K

III BCA
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Technology

Technology is the application of information to build equipment 
and devices that can be put to different use. Technology has 
gradually become a part of our everyday life. The things we 
use everyday including the gas stove, refrigerator, bike, laptop, 
phone, air conditioner, car, lamps and internet connection have 
all been sourced by technology. While technology has made life 
convenient for us, the negative repercussions it has cannot be 
overlooked. Here is how technology has affected our lives and 
how to strike a balance to overcome this impact.

Addiction towards Technology
The use of technology for improving one’s way of living is fine. 
However, addiction with technological devices can prove to be 
disastrous. Unfortunately, we have come a long way when it comes 
to using technology. Almost everyone is glued to technology 
these days. One of the apt examples of this can be the cell phones. 
Whether you are in a café, office or at home everyone around just 
seems busy twiddling with his/her smartphone.

Similar is the addiction to air conditioners. During summers, it is 
almost impossible to sit without air conditioners. Summers used 
to be hot a few years ago too and people did without this air
cooling device but now it has become an addiction. Another 
example of technological addiction is the use of vehicles. We have 
almost forgotten how to walk. 

Similarly, we have grown addicted to most of the technological 
devices. 

Negative Repercussions of Technology
• Engrossed in technology, children these days develop social 
isolation that results in lack of social skills. Extreme use of 
technology and a socially isolated life can even lead to depression.

• Abundant sources of entertainment are available at home and 
thus people do not feel the need to go out. Most kids these days 
stay indoors rather than indulging in outdoor activities. This leads 
to health problems such as obesity, poor sleeping habits and 
stress.

• The use of technology has led to a drastic increase in pollution, 
which in turn is responsible for various health problems. Addiction 
towards technology is destroying us physically as well as mentally.

Striking a Balance between Technology and Nature 
Most people are unable to strike a balance between 
technology and nature. There are certain people who are too 
addicted to technology and their high standard of living that 
they have almost forgotten how it is like to live the natural way. 
On the other hand, there are those who are still stuck with the old 

ways of living and are hesitant to use technology to improve their 
standard of living.

The idea is to strike a balance between them. You must 
not go overboard with any of the two modes of living. It is 
understandable that you cannot stop working on your laptop or 
avoid using your mobile due to the nature of your job. However, 
you can certainly put it aside when you are with your family and 
friends. Talk to the people sitting next to you rather than 
constantly chasing the ones far away. Similarly, it is a good idea 
to try hands at gardening on the weekend rather than spending 
time watching a movie. Instead of using elevator or escalators, it is 
suggested to take the stairs. Also for travelling small distances, it is 
better to go walking rather than using your vehicle. This way you 
will not only indulge in physical activity but will also do your bit to 
control the vehicular pollution.

Technology seems addictive due to the convenience and easy 
sources of comfort and entertainment it offers. However, being 
one with the nature is no less ecstatic. Try striking a balance 
between the two and you will see how your life changes for good.

Meenakshi V
III BCA 
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What is important for success?
The most selfish one-letter word is I -  avoid it

The most satisfying two-letter word is we -  use it

The most poisonous three-letter word is ego -  kill it

The most used four-letter word is love -  value it

The most pleasing five-letter word is smile -  keep it

The fastest spreading six-letter word is gossip -  ignore it

The hardest working seven-letter word is success -  achieve it

The most enviable eight-letter word is jealousy -  distance it

The most powerful nine-letter word is knowledge -  acquire it

The most essential ten-letter word is confidence -  have it

 

Ms. Prabha Nanthini J.

III B.Sc. (N) 

Why Teamwork Matters ?

Teamwork is an essential part of life at Unilever. They have a 
mission and a vision, they have ambitious plans to grow their 
business while reducing their overall environmental footprint 
and increasing their positive social impact, and only through 
collaborating with you, their suppliers will be sustainable and 
profitable growth will be achievable.

Unilever has a team agenda selling out products over 190 
countries worldwide. The world marketplace is changing rapidly 
with many products every second and they have been the leading 
industries in the near decades. Teamwork is an activity that many 
people try to avoid in the workplace, but why are we so against it? 
I am here to tell you that there are a number of benefits of working 
in teams for both you personally and for your organisation. Not 
only is it a great opportunity for professional development, but 
also a means of making your work easier.

Increased Efficiency
When working in a team, you are working towards a common 
goal or set of objectives. The whole process of your work becomes 
more efficient, for example if there is a problem faced along 
the way there are more ‘hands on deck’ to help solve the issue. 
Similarly, having multiple team members on board allows you 
to get the work done faster because responsibilities are shared 
among the employees. From a management perspective, 
encouraging teamwork in the workplace will allow your company 
or department to take on additional work, and in turn generate 
extra revenue without having to hire more staff.

Idea Generation
One of the greatest benefits of working in a team is the inspiration 
and ideas that can result from team discussions. When running 
ideas by one and other, there is a lot more chances for creativity 
in comparison to working on a project alone. In an effective team 
environment, staff members feel confident in suggesting 
their ideas. When working independently and having a direct 
responsibility for ideas, people tend to present the safer option 
to their managers. However, when in a team a free and native 
environment the opinion of suggesting creative and unique ideas 
is welcomed. Teams also bring people together from different 
backgrounds and levels of experience, which can help, in creating 
optimal and extreme solutions.

A Learning Experience
As mentioned above, teamwork is important in the workplace as 
it brings people together from different backgrounds and levels 
of experience. Consequently, projects, which involve teamwork, 
serve also as an opportunity for professional development and 
learning. This may be conscious learning during a meeting, or 
learning, which occurs without you even realising while listening 
to others. It is quite possible that you can learn from someone 
else’s knowledge, which allows your own skills and capabilities 
to grow. Moreover, this will provide the path for job satisfaction 
and their confidence increases as well and give opportunities of 
winning their employee life.

Enhanced Communication
Communication is key to the success of many projects, so why not 
engage in an activity that can help enhance your communication 
skills. Teamwork activities such as meeting together to discuss 
ideas or collecting information to contribute to a project 
require both verbal and written communication skills. Working 
regularly in this capacity will allow you to develop both your 
own skills as well as those who are in your team. Teamwork also 
facilitates an open discussion, which allows each team member to 
be adequately informed about the project. In this respect, when 
everyone is on the same page this ensures that the project is 
completed as efficiently as possible.

Share the Workload
When working in a team towards a common goal, the workload 
is shared among all team members. In a perfect scenario, this 
work should be shared equally and be distributed according to 
the strength of each member. Teamwork also allows for helping 
another team member when you have finished your workload. 
It is important to remember that you are all working towards 
the same goal. If you finish your work before others, you should 
offer your assistance in order to help complete the project. From a 
management perspective, when it comes to delegation this 
should be conducted with the strengths of your employees in 
mind. Assigning tasks to the correct people will ensure maximum 
efficiency and a high-quality output.

Work is more fun when you are a part of a team. You can build 
on other people’s ideas and share in completing the assignment 
together. You also have another pair of eyes to look at the work, 
which further reduces errors and mistakes. Studies have also 
shown that laughter and fun reduce stress, which can also 
increase effectiveness on the job. Teams that enjoy working 
together can accomplish great things for your company and great 
teams achieve their goals.

Bryan Ron Sharma
I B. Com. 

http://www.google.com
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BCE, sage Maithreya says that this is taken as the basic unit for 
calculations and describes the same as follows. “The smallest 
particle of material substance, which has not yet combined with 
any other similar particle is called Paramanu. It always exist both 
in the dormant and manifest states of material existence.  It is the 
combination of more than one Paramanu which gives rise to the 
illusory concept of a unit”.

A combination of two Paramanu makes an Anu (Atom). Three 
atoms make a Thrasrnu.  A combination of Thrasrnu are said to 
be visible through the sunrays through a window.  Paramanu is a 
source and a basic unit of time calculated as the time sunrays takes 
to pass through them.
Measurement of time for a day starts with a wink of an eye:
18 winks = 1 kashtam
30 kashtam = 1 kala
30 kala = 1 vinadi
60 vinadi = 1ghati = 24 minutes
2 ghaati = 1 muhurtha
30 muhurtha = 1 day = 24 hours or 60 ghati = 1 day

Every Indian will be pleased to know that it is also a gift of India 
to the entire world.  Indian astronomers dedicated each ghati (60 
ghati make one day and night) of the day to a planet and derived 
the name of the day as per the planet of the first ghati of the day 
to make a week.  
Surya – Sunday
Soma – Monday
Mangala – Tuesday
Budha – Wednesday
Guru – Thursday
Shukra – Friday
Shani – Saturday

Florence
I B.Com. 

Source:

Subash Kak, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Louisiana 

State University, Baton Rouge, LA.

Vivek Chan, Technology Consultant, Software Developer, 

Cyber Security Expert and Founder of CyberLab Solutions.

Dr. Nataraja Sharma M.A., Ph.D.

Zyena.

Time Calculation – 300 BCE 
Ancient India

Until 1955 the scientific standard of time, the second was based 
on the earth’s period of rotation and was defined as 1/86,400 of 
the mean solar day.  When it was realised that the earth’s rate of 
rotation was irregular and also slowing down, it became necessary 
to redefine the second.  In 1955 the International Astronomical 
Union defined the second as being 1/31,5569259747 of the solar 
year in progress at noon 31 December 1899.

With the introduction of atomic clocks – specifically, the 
construction of high-precision caesium-beam atomic clock in 
1955, a more accurate measurement of time became possible.  
This atomic clock utilises the frequency of a spectral line produced 
by the caesium-133 atom.

Vedic Standard of Time
Indian astronomers/physicists starting with a position that 
sought to unify space, time, matter and consciousness, argued for 
relativity of space and time; cyclic and recursively defined universe 
and a non-anthropocentric view.  The speed of light is calculated 
as 4,404 yojanas per nimesa which is almost exactly 186,000 miles 
per second. Two philosophical systems at the basis of Indian 
physics and metaphysics are Samkhya and Vaisesika which are an 
ancient system that goes back to the 3rd millennium BC.

Indians calculated time accurately 5000 years back…  Indians were 
great achievers in all fields, especially in time calculation too.  The 
traditional Indian Vedic standards of time were detailed and 
involved lot of calculations.  The Srimad Bhagavatha Maha Purana 
describes this in detail. 

While we see that the atomic calculations were the basis for 
the modern time study, we have the base unit as seconds. The 
base unit in the Vedas is referred to by name Paramanu which 
literally means Subatomic level.  This gives us an insight that refers 
to the calculation of time with reference to atoms and not merely 
solar or lunar time periods.

In a text by name Shimad Bhagavatham which dates back to 600 
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BadBIOS
BadBIOS is a BIOS-level Trojan that can affect Windows, 
Macintosh, and Linux and BSD systems. The BIOS (Basic Input / 
Output System) is the firmware that runs while a computer boots 
up. A BIOS attack infects the BIOS with malicious code and is 
persistent through reboots and attempts to re-flash the firmware. 
There is no consensus in the security community on whether Bad 
BIOS actually exists. Security expert Dragos Ruiu reported Bad 
BIOS in 2010. According to Ruiu, the malware can make changes 
to the installed operating system and is reactive, deleting data 
and configuration changes made in an effort to combat it. Ruiu 
found that Bad BIOS could infect via external storage, affecting 
flash drive firmware as well. Even connecting the drive without 
mounting still transmitted the infection. The researcher also 
reported that the infection can create covert IPv6 networks 
and acoustic mesh networks and is able to breach and exploit 
air gapped systems. Ruiu’s suspicions were aroused when a 
MacBook Air with a newly reinstalled OS X spontaneously flashed 
its firmware. Subsequently, the system would not boot from CD. 
Ruiu subsequently observed that his configuration changes and 
user data were deleted. The researcher noted that this was not 
the only affected machine and that the infection was not limited 
to OS X. An air gapped BSD machine that had its drives replaced 
and its BIOS re-flashed was also compromised, and displayed the 
same kind of reactive changes seen on the OS X machine. Ruiu 
saw IPv6 packets leaving his network, despite the fact that he had 
disabled IPv6 altogether. Affected Linux and Windows machines 
were also discovered. Ruiu observed that the air gapped machine 
could covertly send data to other computers using an ultrasonic 
signal from the speakers, which was picked up by other infected 
listening computers - a concept known as acoustical infection 
that has been demonstrated in a proof of concept exploit. Among 
security experts who believe Bad BIOS exists, there is speculation 
that the Trojan is among the National Security Agency’s (NSA) 
hacking tools, which have been demonstrated to include 
hardware and firmware backdoors. While there remain many 
skeptics on the existence of Bad BIOS, just about every concept 
described by Ruiu has been proven as a concept or used in the real 
world. The combination of the concept’s use in a covertly installed 
package is what is doubted. No code for the exploit has been 
located. While Dragos extracted the UEFI code nothing was found. 
He suggested that Bad BIOS may have the ability to erase itself. 
Many others assumed that the infection was elsewhere, perhaps 
on controller chips, or that it didn’t exist. As of yet there is no 
definite proof that the malware exists. However, further NSA 
firmware hacking leaks have since demonstrated that more claims 
associated with it are possible.

Compiled by
Philip Kumar Mishal
III BCA

Bajrang Punia

The Indian wrestling poster boy Bajrang Punia was invited by USA 
Wrestling, the National Governing Body for the sport in the USA, to 
participate in the ‘Grapple at the Garden – Beat the Streets’ fight 
night.

He is the first Indian to wrestle at Madison Square Garden which is 
one of the biggest and the most famous arenas of the world.

It’s hard to beat a person who never gives up.  Bajrang Punia’s 
training starts every day at 5 a.m. with a run.  Once a week, he 
goes for a 7 to 8 km. cross-country running. The morning ends 
with an exhausting session of push-ups and dips and then begins 
preparation for the next level of competitions with rigorous 
training.  To support the strenuous regime, the body is replenished 
with milk, eggs, fruits, juice, glucose and protein supplements.

Bajrang Punia has bagged eight gold medals in his last 
nine International Tournament, including a Gold in 2018 
Commonwealth Games and Asiad.

“I still can’t believe that a wrestler from a small village in Haryana 
has received the opportunity to fight on such a big stage.  This will 
be a different experience altogether.  I am happy and nervous at 
the same time,” said the young sportsperson with all smiles.

Success comes from knowing that you did your best to become 
the best that you are capable of becoming.  Successful people 
inspires youngsters like me to walk an extra mile. 

Gaurav
II B.Com.
Source:  Times of India and Sport star
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Artificial Intelligence
The field of artificial intelligence (AI) really came into existence with 
the birth of computers in and around the 1940s and 1950s. The 
earlier period of its development, attention was clearly focused on 
getting computers to do things that, if a human did them, would 
be regarded as intelligent.

Essentially, this involved trying to get computers to copy humans 
in some or all aspects of their behaviour.  Gradually, the emergent 
field of Artificial Intelligence found its feat. Industrial applications 
of Artificial Intelligence grew in numbers and it started to be used 
in expensive areas, such as financial systems and the military. 
In these areas, it was shown to be not only a replacement for a 
human operative, but also in many cases able to perform much 
better.

To understand why computers are likely to exceed human 
intelligence in a variety of practical application is, it is helpful to 
start with the straightforward observation that computers surpass 
human capabilities in many  tasks today, including some that 
we might have believed require human intelligence. Computers 
can be smarter than human beings can, only in limited ways. It is 
possible that at some point in the future public sentiment will 
be shifted sufficiently to accept the idea that computers are in 
general superior to humans in some ways. However, this does 
not mean that machines will dominate or obsolete us. Humans 
can keep whatever jobs for themselves that they please but 
automation just makes more sense. In the real world however, 
humans interact with the world around them through sensors and 
motor skills. What is of considerable interest now, and will be even 
more so in the future, is the effect of the body’s brain. Ongoing 
research aims at realising an Artificial Intelligence system in a body 
embodiment  so it can experience the real version of the world, or 
a virtual or even a simulated world. Although the study of Artificial 
Intelligence is still focused on the AI brain in question, the fact that 
it does have a body with which it can interact with the world is 
seen as important.

However, the primary goal of Artificial Intelligence is to develop 
advanced and more complex systems that would outperform at 
whatever way. This includes the performance of more complicated 
tasks like playing chess and solving equations.

Therefore, the future goal of Artificial Intelligence is to perfect all 
human activities and provide better solutions to problems than 
the human can do. 

Compiled by:
Pooja Shree Ganesh
II B.Com.

Go hard or go Home 
“I feel like the sky is falling down.  
Aren’t nobody here to play around?  
Push it to the edge or I will not back down.  
Cause it time to go hard or go home”… Wiz Khalifa
“Will I be able to do it”?  
“Should I participate”?  
“Will I win”?  
“Is there any other option”?  
“Shall I step back”?  
“Which one should I go with”?  

We often end up with such predicaments in our life. I repeat 
it is often. It is said that human mind is never still.  Yes, it is true. 
Sometime we cannot execute what we think. When we try to 
achieve, we face roadblocks, I have had them. We do feel why are 
these obstacles on my way. What am I supposed to do with it? Few 
take up the challenges and strive to move forward, but there are 
also some, who step back, go home and sleep, but what can be 
done…? Let us move on…  
  
The most wanted feelings in life are love, respect and happiness. 
It usually happens when we try to achieve and accomplish 
something in life. We automatically get it. Though failures block 
our way, our determination should be strong. People experience 
happiness in life through many ways such as money, love, family, 
positions or placements in society. People have many ways to gain 
it, but once achieved with hardships it lasts longer than ever.  
  
Many great personalities have captured our hearts by their deeds 
in life. Lady Arunima Sinha, the famous woman who moved the 
hearts of many. This former national volleyball and football player 
lost her leg after being pushed out from a running train by some 
miscreants. However, this unfortunate setback did not kill her 
spirit. She challenged all notions of what it takes to be a 
mountaineer, and went on to become the First female amputee 
to scale Mount Everest and Mount Vinson. She took her life as a 
challenge and became an achiever. However, there are few who 
consider very small barriers as a mountain and sit back.  
  
It always feels impossible until it is done. When you stop making 
excuses and you work hard you will be successful. It may take 
weeks, months and years but anyway you got to win.  

If you put off your disbelief aside, roll your sleeves up, take some 
risks and totally go for it. You will rise up one day and realise that 
you are living the kind of life you dreamed of.  

So, do not run away from fears, hug it and go for it. Once you have 
entered in, finish it, because this world is a platform and we are the 
players. Winners and losers are part of it. Choices in life makes a 
great difference.  

  
  

Asha Jerusha
III  B.Sc.(N)  
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testing and user awareness, and proactive network monitoring 

and alerting can help minimise an organisation’s contribution to 

DDoS attacks across the internet.

 

Umeshwaran M

III BCA

Distributed Denial of Service 
A distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack is an attack in which 

multiple compromised computer systems attack a target, such as 

a server, website or other network resource, and cause a denial of 

service for users of the targeted resource. The flood of incoming 

messages, connection requests or malformed packets to the 

target system forces it to slow down or even crash and shut down, 

thereby denying service to legitimate users or systems.

Typical DDoS Attack

The assailant begins by exploiting a vulnerability in one computer 

system and making it the DDoS master. The attack master system 

identifies other vulnerable systems and gains control over them by 

either infecting the systems with malware or through bypassing 

the authentication controls (i.e., guessing the default password on 

a widely used system or device).

What is Zombie?

A computer or networked device under the control of an intruder 

is known as a zombie, or bot. The attacker creates what is called 

a command-and-control server to command the network of bots, 

also called a botnet. The person in control of a botnet is sometimes 

referred to as the bot master (that term has also historically been 

used to refer to the first system “recruited” into a botnet because 

it is used to control the spread and activity of other systems in 

the botnet). Botnets can be comprised of almost any number of 

bots; botnets with tens or hundreds of thousands of nodes have 

become increasingly common, and there may not be an upper 

limit to their size. Once the botnet is assembled, the attacker can 

use the traffic generated by the compromised devices to flood the 

target domain and knock it offline.

DDoS Create Business Risk

DDoS attacks can create significant business risks with lasting 

effects. Therefore, it is important for IT and security administrators 

and managers, as well as their business executives, to understand 

the threats, vulnerabilities and risks associated with DDoS attacks. 

Being on the receiving end of a DDoS attack is practically 

impossible to prevent. However, the business impact of these 

attacks can be minimised through some core information security 

practices, including performing ongoing security assessments 

to look for and resolve denial of service-related vulnerabilities 

and using network security controls, including services from 

cloud-based vendors specialising in responding to DDoS attacks.

In addition, solid patch management practices, email phishing 
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Mother’s Love  
The description of mother is Love, 
She is gentle as a dove.
Mother makes me smile,
Life without her is futile.
 
When I close my eyes, I think of her;
When awake my eyes longs for her.
Life is full of happiness when she is with me,
To my door she is my key.
 
Though at times I become clever, 
I know your advice will always be better.
When I was sad, you comforted me; 
When I was wrong, you corrected me.
 

Mom you solve life’s riddles,
And taught me to face life’s struggles.
Gracias for your tender care,
Thank you for being there.

Gundala Monica
II B.Sc. (N) 
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Be Wise, Choose Good 

In today’s world people run to and fro to earn a living. Some earn 
in crores, some earn hand to mouth.  Everyone under the sun keep 
themselves occupied just to take care of their own lives.  Many are 
two-faced and do not care for others.

There are things in this world that puts us into dilemma and help 
us take wise decision in choosing what is right for our life because 
there is only slight difference between good and evil.  I would like 
to categorise people into extroverts and introverts.  Now talking 
about these two special ones, I want you to ponder and decide for 
yourself about who among you would be wise to handle things 
that come along your way.  I know all of you will have answers that 
differ from one another but I suggest that either of them could be 
smart or dull.  Some are timid but smart, some are smart but their 
actions are foolish.  During this period of time, the name that one 
earns for self is crucial for existence. 

As humans we only know how to perceive things about others 
outwardly, but we fail to read their hearts and minds. For it is 
impossible for a human to make proper judgement and I 
challenge you that it is only God who knows His children. 

When you make some important decisions in your life, be cautious 
and Be Wise to choose what is good because when you slip into 
the wrong path, the name that you have earned for yourself will 
remain all throughout your life. The time you start regretting trust 
me, it’s excruciating pain.  Nobody is going to take your pain or 
check on you if your life has been transformed, all they know you 
is by your name.

I would like to conclude by saying that, it is God alone who knows 
His child.  Cling onto God’s word and solely trust Him and He will 
take care of your life, for it is said “All that glitters is not gold,” be 
smart enough to choose good from evil - for there is only a minute 
difference.

Betsy Basker
B.Sc. (N), Batch 2017
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Don’t Stop Chasing Your Dreams!

As the saying goes, “If you do what is easy, life will be hard but if 
you do what is hard, life will be easy” an interesting quote but true.  
There are many instances in both personal and professional life, 
where people gave up chasing their dreams and settled down for 
less due to various challenges, financial difficulties and hardships.
However, we must realise that all these hard times and burdens 
are just temporary inconveniences.  Given any point in time, we 
should not lose hope because situations are not stronger than us.  
With planned approach and proactive preparation, one can win 
and live their dreams.  There are three primary aspects that one 
needs to deal with and here’s how it can be done.

Be positive and enthusiastic:
Being positive and living enthusiastically would make us well 
equipped to tackle any kind of difficulties in our life.  Also, one 
must believe that it’s possible to achieve what we want by moving 
ahead regardless of any situation.

Hold yourself to a higher standard:
It doesn’t matter how many times you are rejected, you must 
always continue to work on your dreams and ideas.  Though you 
have faced disappointments, recognise your talents, review your 
failures and work on progress – it’s not over until you win.

Stay committed:  
Sticking to a schedule is important to help you get into a rhythm.  
The mental, emotional and spiritual growth takes place when you 
face challenges and get knock down.  Remember, you are never 
too old to learn, and never too young to teach, always hunger 
for knowledge and strive for excellence.  Every big task seems 
impossible till it is done. Eventually, every bit of effort adds up to 
fetch you the desired results and enable you to live your dreams.

Muthu Arasan K
I  M.Com.

power levels - less than cordless phones, Wi-Fi or much other 

household equipment. 

Advantages of Femtocells

This substantially increases the battery life, both on standby and 

talk time. Since they are so much closer to the handset or mobile 

device, call quality is excellent and data devices can operate at full 

speed. Standard units can handle up to 3 or 4 simultaneous calls 

from different users depending on the model. 

Larger femtocell designs intended for business (enterprise) use 

can handle 8, 16 or even 32 concurrent calls. Restrictions can be 

applied on who can use the femtocell service. 

In extreme cases, there may be additional charges for DSL 

broadband supplier where a quota applies - however this would 

equate to many long voice calls or data service. Thus, whilst 

operators will hope that most femtocell users are willing to 

provide open access to other users, they usually offer the 

facility to restrict service to a whitelist of up to 50 specified 

telephone numbers. 

The femtocell encrypts all voice and data sent and received from 

mobile phones and would normally not allow access to the home 

computer network, so external users cannot break into your 

computer. 

Unlike outdoor mobile phone base stations (masts), femtocells 

don’t require specialist RF planning engineers to design, calibrate 

or configure themselves - minimising the ongoing cost of 

maintaining them. They do have remote management from 

the network operator, who can upgrade the configuration and 

software as required.

Mahesh B N

III BCA

Femtocells  

Femtocells are fully featured but very low power mobile phone 

base stations, connected using standard broadband DSL or Cable 

service into the mobile operator’s network. They offer excellent 

mobile phone coverage at home for both voice and data, but at 

lower cost than outdoor service. Early femtocell products look very 

much like Wi-Fi  broadband modems, needing only two cables - 

one for power and one internet connection. Several vendors such 

as Thomson, Net gear, Pirelli, Cisco and others have integrated the 

femtocell with other features such as DSL modem, Wi-Fi and even 

IPTV into a single box. It is expected that in the longer term, most 

femtocells will be sold in this form.

How Femtocells works?

Unlike Wi-Fi, these devices use licensed radio spectrum, so must be 

operated and controlled by a mobile phone company. Thus it will 

work with only one mobile phone operator, and thus encourages 

all users in a household to switch to the same network operator. 

When in range of the femtocell at home, the mobile phone will 

automatically detect it and use it in preference to the outdoor cell 

sites. 

Calls are made and received in exactly the same way as before, 

except that the signals are sent encrypted from the femtocell via 

the broadband IP network to one of the mobile operators main 

switching centers. 

Making and receiving calls uses the same procedures and 

telephone numbers, and all the standard features (call divert, text 

messaging, web browsing) are available in the same way - indeed 

data services should operate more quickly and efficiently due to 

the short range involved. Femtocells operate at very low radio 
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including Web browsers, FTP clients, and email programs, rely on 
IP. IP supports unique addressing for computers on a network 
most people who work with Internet Protocol do so through IP 
addresses.

The IPX/SPX protocols used by Novell NetWare were at one time 
a notable competitor to TCP/IP.  IPX/SPX was designed to offer 
similar functionality and also had some technical advantages over 
TCP/IP. However, with the decline of NetWare as a business operat-
ing system, IPX/SPX also faded into relative obscurity.

Life Kumar Digal
II BCA

Journey to Self-discovery
This journey is easy for some, for some arduous,
A few find success but a few nothing;
The few who find success are the ones, who fail,
The few, who find hollow, succeed.

The journey of self-discovery is peeling off from,
Malice, greed, envy, desire, false identities and thoughts;
Which make one a mere puppet of the world.
Hollow is all one chases.
Finding self is the greatest task;
But when found, peace seeps,
Ideas burst and love flows.

It is like giving up on everything you have been all along,
It is like removing the false face,
It is like cleansing oneself,
Hollow brings fear, but hollow is what makes one whole;
At dusk, one finds hollow full, rather makes one find self,
This journey of self-discovery is the journey one must traverse.

Nongmaithen Sunny Sing
III BBA

Internet Protocol 

The Internet Protocol (IP) is the principal communications protocol 
in the Internet protocol suite for relaying datagrams across 
network boundaries. Its routing function enables internetworking, 
and essentially establishes the Internet. IP has the task of 
delivering packets from the source host to the destination host 
solely based on the IP addresses in the packet headers. For this 
purpose, IP defines packet structures that encapsulate the data to 
be delivered. It also defines addressing methods that are used to 
label the datagram with source and destination information.

IP was the connectionless datagram service in the original 
Transmission Control Program introduced by Vint Cerf and 
Bob Kahn in 1974; the other being the connection-oriented 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). The Internet protocol suite is 
therefore often referred to as TCP/IP. The first major version of IP, 
Internet Protocol Version 4 (IPv4), is the dominant protocol of the 
Internet. Its successor is Internet Protocol Version 6 (IPv6). IP by 
itself is something like the postal system. It allows you to address 
a package and drop it in the system, but there’s no direct link 
between you and the recipient. TCP/IP, on the other hand, 
establishes a connection between two hosts so that they can send 
messages back and forth for a period of time.

How Internet Protocol Works?
Data on an Internet Protocol network is organised into messages. 
These messages are sometimes called packets and sometimes 
datagrams, but in layman’s terms, they all refer roughly to the same 
concept. Each IP datagram includes both a header (that specifies 
the source, destination, and other information about the data) and 
the message data itself. Internet Protocol functions at layer 3 of 
the OSI model. IP can, therefore, run on top of different data link 
interfaces including Ethernet and Wi-Fi. 

Each IP datagram includes both a header (that specifies the 
source, destination, and other information about the data) and the 
message data itself. IP uses a base header of 20 bytes (5 long 
words) in length, with additional expanded header options, 
followed by data.

Internet Protocol is used by many higher level protocols, 
principally TCP and UDP. All popular Internet software applications 

Nokia Morph Technology

Nokia Morph is a joint nanotechnology concept, developed by 
Nokia Research Center (NRC) and the University of Cambridge 
(UK). The Morph demonstrates how future mobile devices might 
be stretchable and flexible, allowing the user to transform their 
mobile devices into radically different shapes. It demonstrates the 
ultimate functionality that nanotechnology might be capable 
of delivering: flexible materials, transparent electronics and 
self-cleaning surfaces.

Concept
This device concept showcases some revolutionary leaps in 
technology that will open up an entirely new spectrum of 
possibilities. We believe nanotechnology could provide enhanced 
usability, and enable far more intelligent devices. Consumers will 
want this because it adapts to the context of the user, it is easy to 
use and transformable (such as wrapping it around the wrist). 

It will give us a new kind of connectivity to our surroundings, 
allowing us to connect in ways never thought of before through 
our mobile devices and so will give us new types of services like 
never before. 

Flexible, self-cleaning, sensing the environment, advance power 
source is some of the advantages of Nokia Morph Technology.

In addition to the above mentioned advantages, the integrated 
electronics shown in the Morph concept could cost less and 
include more functionality in a much smaller space, even as 
interfaces are simplified and usability is enhanced. All of these 
new capabilities will unleash new applications and services that 
will allow us to communicate and interact in unprecedented ways. 
Nokia Research Center is working on technology up to seven years 
in the future and creating concepts that challenge conventional 
practices and spark new innovations.
 

Srilatha Praveen Kumar
III BCA 

Risk Level and Planning 
Defenses OCTAVE 

OCTAVE (Operationally Critical Threat, Asset, and Vulnerability 

Evaluation) is a security framework for determining risk level and 

planning defenses against cyber assaults. The framework defines 

a methodology to help organisations minimise exposure to likely 

threats, determine the likely consequences of an attack and deal 

with attacks that succeed. OCTAVE is designed to leverage the 

experience and expertise of people within the organisation. The 

first step is to construct profiles of threats based on the relative 

risk that they pose. The process goes on to conduct a vulnerability 

assessment specific to the organisation. 

OCTAVE Defines Three Phases:

Phase 1: Build Asset-Based Threat Profiles 

Phase 2: Identify Infrastructure Vulnerabilities 

Phase 3: Develop Security Strategy and Plans

OCTAVE was developed in 2001 at Carnegie Mellon University 

(CMU), for the United States Department of Defense. The 

framework has gone through several evolutionary phases since 

that time, but the basic principles and goals have remained the 

same. Two versions exist: OCTAVE-S, a simplified methodology 

for smaller organisations that have flat hierarchical structures, 

and OCTAVE Allegro, a more comprehensive version for large 

organisations or those with multilevel structures. Criticisms of 

OCTAVE have cited its complexity and the fact that it does not 

produce a detailed quantitative analysis of security exposure.

 

Sharon Priscilla David

III BCA
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quantity of unexploded explosives that remain at the site, as well 

as the high probability of contaminated samples.

To address these concerns, forensic investigators have turned 

to nano-based technology in order to identify trace amounts of 

fragmented explosives from crime scenes. With the assistance of 

high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray 

spectrometry, particularly when both are used together, forensic 

analysts can identify gunshot residue after the crime to determine 

exactly what elements constituted the explosive elements.

DNA Analysis

The ability to accurately identify the DNA of a suspect responsible 

for committing heinous crimes is a crucial part of many criminal

investigations. Traditional DNA analysis requires researchers 

to perform multiple different steps including extraction, 

amplification, separation and sequencing; all of which requires 

a lot of time and money to achieve. The advancements made in 

nanotechnology has dramatically simplified DNA analysis 

procedures that can now be performed at a much more rapid and 

convenient rate.

In addition to the aspects of forensic science mentioned here, 

nanotechnology has also improved ion beam analysis that is 

used to example forensic materials, assist in the screening of drug

facilitated crimes (DFC), such as rape, robbery, money extortion 

and other assault cases, estimation of time since death and 

much more. As the field of nanotechnology continues to expand, 

forensic scientists anticipate the increased practicality of

 incorporating nanoprobes, nanodevices and nanochips into their 

analyses.

Nanotechnology will continue to improve each step of the 

evidence analysis procedure in order to  ensure that the right 

criminals are prosecuted and ultimately prevent future crime from 

occurring in our society.

Naveen B
II BCA

Is Forensic Analysis Benefitted by 
Nanotechnology?

Traditional forensic analysis has typically involved several different 

techniques and methods used to inspect, gather and analyse trace 

substances collected from the crime scene. With the incorporation 

of nanotechnology into forensic analytical tools, these processes 

have become more accurate, effective and sensitive, while also 

cutting down the time required to analyse samples.

Fingerprint Identification

The collection of fingerprints from the crime scene has 

traditionally been achieved by applying a fingerprint powder that 

is fixed to the residues left by the finger. Once the powder settles, 

the distinctive patterns of an individual’s fingerprint are commonly 

developed by different coloured materials including carbon black 

on white or other light-coloured background, as well as aluminium 

flakes on a black or dark-coloured background.

Unfortunately, both carbon black and aluminium have a tendency 

to adhere to the fingerprint powder, thereby limiting the ability 

to obtain a clear and accurate fingerprint from the crime scene. 

In an effort to reduce this limitation, nanoparticles have been 

used as a substitute for coloured materials. The smaller size of 

these nanoparticles increases the sensitivity of this fingerprint 

identification process, while also providing law enforcement 

agents with the ability to acquire old or faint fingerprints, as well 

as those that have been left on more difficult surfaces, such as 

those made up of adhesive or textured materials.

Explosive Residue Detection 

Unfortunately, the past several decades have seen an 

insurmountable increase in terrorism around the world. This 

enormous growth is largely attributed to the increased simplicity 

that has been achieved in the manufacturing of explosive-based 

weapons and devices. When forensic scientists investigate areas 

following a bomb blast, they are often challenged by the low 
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enables a mobile device to not only map indoor spaces, figure out 

where the floors, walls, ceilings and furniture are, but also to know 

the location of the device within that space and its orientation.

The sensors in your smartphone can already detect orientation 

based on movement. But these are subject to “drift” because 

they’re estimates based on movement of the phone itself. Tango 

constantly orients the phone to its actual surroundings for better 

accuracy.

 

Dahunshisha Kharkongor 

III BCA 

Project Tango

Tango (formerly named Project Tango, while in-testing) is an 

augmented reality computing platform, developed and authored 

by Google. It uses computer vision to enable mobile devices, 

such as smartphones and tablets, to detect their position relative 

to the world around them without using GPS or other external 

signals. This allows application developers to create user 

experiences that include indoor navigation, 3D mapping, physical 

space measurement, environmental recognition, augmented 

reality, and windows into a virtual world. Google has produced 

two devices to demonstrate the Tango technology: the 

discontinued Peanut phone and the Yellowstone 7-inch tablet. 

More than 3,000 of these devices had been sold as of June 2015, 

chiefly to researchers and software developers interested in 

building applications for the platform. In the summer of 2015, 

Qualcomm and Intel both announced that they are developing 

Tango reference devices as models for device manufacturers who 

use their mobile chipsets.

How Tango Works?

Tango works by combining inputs from a range of sensors and 

processing them into usable information very, very fast. These 

sensors include a radar-like infrared emitter and infrared camera, 

which picks up the reflected light. A wide-angle camera adds 

visual cues about location to the mix. The Tango system also relies 

on highly accurate accelerometers, gyroscopes and barometers.

Tango is actually part of Google’s Advanced Technology and 

Projects (ATAP) group, which is an R&D outfit Google bought 

as part of the Motorola buy. ATAP is headed by former DARPA 

chief Regina Dugan, a woman with deep experience bringing 

far-flung ideas into everyday use. The group is working on 

futuristic projects like low-cost smart fabrics (Project Jacquard), 

automatic, non-password authentication (Project Abacus), the 

modular smartphone (Project Ara) and many others.

In many ways, Tango takes many of the core abilities that already 

exist in smartphones and greatly enhances them. Project Tango 
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Does it Prevail?
Looking back at time
When the world was full of grace,
The time when happiness prevailed, 
Now has been mailed.

Mailed to a distant world
Where it does not have a word.
For all the things that was done,
I wish it could be undone!

Cause what was once done
Now seems to be broken and mum.
There are souls that still hold on,
Even though they had to mourn.

 And that makes me realize,
 It still entails,
 Even when the other feelings get veiled,
 Love still prevails...

Swathipriya Praveen
III  B.Sc. (N)
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user’s device might issue a permission-based alert indicating the 
availability of wireless charging.

 
Titosh Nayak

II BCA

  

What is Important for Success?
Prayer:
A six lettered word,
To stir the faith of the imperfect.

Prayer:
Unanswered,
Disbelief,
Yet the six-lettered word is the answer to the unanswered.

Prayer:
For the sick,
For the healthy,
For the poor,
For the rich,
The six-lettered word does not build a wall of prejudice.

Prayer: 
A request,
A need,
To implore
A talk with the Divine.

Prayer:
Six letters of secret,
Just between you and the Infinite.

Srilatha Praveen Kumar
III BCA

Qi

Qi (pronounced CHEE) is a manufacturer-agnostic standard for 
wirelessly charging small, battery-powered devices. Qi, which 
means life energy in Chinese, was developed and is maintained 
by the Wireless Power Consortium, a group of manufacturers that 
includes Apple, Dell, LG Electronics and Verizon Wireless. 

The Qi standard ensures that any device that meets Qi 
specifications can be charged by being placed on any charging 
surface that meets Qi specifications, regardless of the device’s 
manufacturer or brand. The Qi charging surface transfers the 
required energy to the compatible battery-powered device 
through electromagnetic induction.

The Serbian-American scientist Nikola Tesla first observed 
electromagnetic induction in the latter part of the 19th century. 
He noticed that when a strong alternating current (AC) passed 
through a coil of wire, a nearby coil acquired a weaker AC at the 
same frequency, even when the two coils were not physically 
connected. The extent of this effect depends on the distance 
between the coils and also on their relative positioning. 

The Qi standard permits the transmitting coil and the receiving 
coil to be positioned two different ways: guided positioning and 
free positioning. Guided positioning requires the end user to 
place the battery-powered device in direct alignment with the 
transmitting coil. Close spacing of the two coils, as well as 
shielding on their surfaces, ensures the inductive power transfer 
is efficient. Free positioning bundles coils in a charging pad to 
generate a magnetic field around the battery-powered device. 
This way gives the charging device a workable service over 
separations as far as 15cm, which has made it easier for retailers 
and transportation service providers to embed charging surfaces 
in such things as counter surfaces, furniture and lamp bases. 

The Qi standard competes with Air Fuel, a proposed standard 
overseen by the Air Fuel Alliance. The Air Fuel Alliance was 
formed by the merger of the Alliance for Wireless Power (AW4P) 
and the Power Matters Alliance (PMA); its members include AT&T, 
Samsung and Intel. Both the Wireless Power Consortium and 
the Air Fuel Alliance are experimenting with inductive charging, 
resonance charging and radio charging to provide mobile 
end users with ubiquitous charging. In such a scenario, an end 
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•  Try to make new friends and have healthy relationships with 
peers.
•  Involve oneself in sport, curricular activities.  Staying busy help 
teens focus on positive activities rather than negative feelings.
•  Adult help and guidance.
•  Talk therapy and empathetic talks help them to vent out their 
feelings.

•  Prayer and meditation helps overcome depression.

Sonia

III  B.Com.

Depression in Teens 

It is natural for young people to experience the blues or feel down in 
the damps occasionally. Adolescence is always an unsettling time, 
with many physical, emotional, psychological and social changes 
that accompany this stage of life.

Unrealistic financial, social or family expectations can create a 
strong sense of rejection and can lead to deep disappointment.  
Many young people feel that life is unfair or the things never go 
their way, they feel stressed out and confused.

Today teens are over exposed and see more of what life has to 
offer both good and bad on television, at school, in magazines and 
on internet.  

When teen’s mood disrupts, they need  adult guidance more than 
ever to understand the emotional and physical changes. Parents 
or caretakers must take immediate action.

Recognising Adolescent Depression 
Adolescent depression is increasing at an alarming rate.  Recent 
survey indicates that as many as one in five teens suffer from 
depression.

The symptoms may indicate depression particularly when they 
last for more than two weeks and are persistent.

•  poor performance in studies
•  withdrawal from friends and activities
•  sadness and hopelessness
•  lack of enthusiasm, energy and motivation 
•  anger and overreaction to criticism
•  poor self esteem
•  excessive sleepiness/sleeplessness
•  binge eating/lack of appetite
•  substance abuse
•  lack of personal hygiene
•  restlessness
•  self-abuse
•  anxiety and panic attacks

Dealing with adolescent depression
When teens feel low, there are ways they can cope up with these 
feelings to avoid serious depression.
All of these suggestions help to develop a sense of acceptance and 
belonging that is so important to adolescence.
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I Love You Mom 
I might have hurt you,
I might have said things that are not good,
At times I have underestimated you
But it doesn’t mean I don’t love you.

You are the words that shaped my voice,
The spirit within mine;
You are the will that shaped my choice,
My fortune and my sign.

I just want you to know,
You mean the world to me.
A heart and mind as dear as yours,
Who gave so full and free.

Your love is deep devotion, 
Endless as an ocean.
You swallowed all my pain,
Set me free only to gain.

The many sacrifices you have done,
I Love You Mom…
These four words say it all than the rest,
For mom you are the best!

Gundala Monica
II B.Sc. (N) 
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Photography has become a recognised art form. Yet, not all 
photographs are art. A clicked photograph is not an art. So many 
people taking same type of shot of the same object or subject 
matter have captured it. Therefore, there is no originality or 
authenticity in the image.

A photographer becomes an artist when his or her artwork is 
printed, framed, presented and sold to public, hung on the walls of 
galleries and other spaces.

A famous landscape photographer, Ansel Adams once said, “You 
don’t make a photograph just with a camera. You bring the act of 
photography all the pictures you have seen, the books you have 
read, the music you have heard, the people you have loved”.

Sandesh R
Office Secretary

Photography: an Art

“You don’t take a photograph, you make it”. – Ansel Adams

Photography is a world full of adventures, stories, play of lights 
and colours. It is one of the most interesting and exciting forms of 
art. In recent years, the art world has embraced photography as a 
medium that people can use to create works of art.

Many people believe art is about content and structure. Content 
refers to artist’s depiction of an idea. Structure refers to aspects 
of art, such as colours, shapes and lines. An artistic photograph is 
planning and capturing an image with an idea in a spontaneous 
manner. Artistic photograph includes some characteristics like:
• Demonstrate an idea or concept or portray a story.
• Comprise the aspects of art, such as shape, form, colour and 
  content.
• Capturing the subject matter from a unique perspective.
• Composed with eyes that view the subject matter creatively, 
frame within a frame.
• Prompt a reaction in the viewer’s mind.

Photographs have a huge impact on people making them 
experience a sort of emotion. We are all adapted to believe by 
taking pictures we capture best moments of our life and 
photographs help to recall the events of the past.

A photographer is a painter who depicts life on a canvas by certain 
experiences, situations, emotions and one who describes 
reality the way he or she sees it. If the photographer has an 
understanding of what is art, see creatively using the aspects of 
art, able to efficiently capture an interesting picture that illustrate 
a concept or an idea such as love, this photographer is creating 
art. These photographers are similar to the children who create 
art drawing in grade school. The photographer’s effort for a good 
picture is only to add a little creativity and to find the perfect light, 
background, content and some more aspects like shooting time 
and locations.

A photographer can create art from using a particular point of 
view, type of lighting, colour or black and white, landscape and 
portrait. A photographer uses the image to express his or her 
perception, communicate an idea and provoke some emotion. 
The photographer must also comprise the image, organise the 
aspects like use lighting creatively, and have a point of focus 
before clicking the shutter button. Different people see 
photographs in different ways. 
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I wish I could Visit 
Heaven
The pain that I am feeling,
Never seems to go away,
I wish I could visit heaven
If only for a day.

I know that you would hold me,
But she whispered in my ear,
“Don’t think of me as gone away,
Because I am always near.”

I know you are in a better place,
Where you are free and at peace;
To be happy in paradise,
And still can watch over me.

Although the doors between our worlds
Are closed, and we are apart;
Until God opens it,
You‘ll always be in my heart.

The pain that I’m feeling,
Never seems to go away;
I wish I could visit heaven,
If only for a day.

Nasanya Jayaseelan
II B.Sc. (N) 

After Dad’s  prayer, Jeff slipped under the blanket to sleep but 
he noticed a boy  looking at him inquisitively but afraid to ask 
anything. Jeff went close to him and asked him his name. “Kevin”, 
the boy mumbled. “I did not mean to stare. But what were you and 
your family doing right now?” 

“Praying” Jeff said, “We were asking God to protect our house”. 
Kevin said, “Can you pray and ask God to protect our house too?” 
The boys bowed their heads together and Jeff prayed for the 
protection of Kevin’s house. 

When the prayer was over Jeff’s new friend smiled shyly “Thanks”, 
he said. Jeff invited him to Church.  The clock on the gym showed 
it was 3 a.m. and Jeff slept. The next morning when Jeff woke up, 
Kevin ran towards him and said, “I will be going with you to church 
this week”.

Meanwhile, Dad receives the news that the house was safe and the 
fire has turned off.  

They could head back home.  As they were walking out of the gym, 
Jeff said, “I think I understand now what the Bible means when it 
says, “All things work together for good, I was worried about our 
house, but if not for the fire I wouldn’t have helped Kevin know 
Jesus”.

“Yes we are doubtlessly blessed”, said Dad.

“Yes, that’s how God works miracles in everyone’s life, everything 
can turn into blessings when you love the Lord”.

 

Anu Ruchitha  A 

III B.Sc. (N)

The Forest Fire
The wind puffed up, blowing dust across the dry garden, Jeff knew 
such breezes fanned the fire and blew it across roads and rivers 
that should have stopped. Twenty four thousand acres of pear and 
apple orchards have already been burnt. Jeff and his dad cleared 
the garden, removing all the weeds so that they would not get 
caught with the forest fire.

Jeff went into the house for supper. The fire was on everyone’s 
mind at the dinner table. Jeff’s little brother Eric looked at dad 
with wide, frightened eyes and asked, “if it was getting any closer”. 
“Hard to tell son”, Dad answered. “But if it does, someone will warn 
us before it gets too dangerous”. He ruffled Eric’s hair. “Don’t worry, 
son. God will take care of us.  We will  be able to get away from the 
fire”, Jeff said.

 “But if it comes up our hill, there will not be much we can do to 
stop it from burning the house down”.

“That’s true, but there’s no use worrying about it. Remember, all 
things work together for good to them that love the Lord”, said 
Dad. 

That very night, dad woke Jeff up and said, “We have to leave”. 
Everyone got ready and left home, “Is it going to burn the house 
down, Dad?” Jeff asked. “We have cleared most of the weeds 
around the place”, Dad said. “But if the big oak tree next to the 
house catches fire, we may be in trouble”.

Dad started the car and headed to the Red Cross as they had made 
some arrangements in a High School Gym.  After entering their 
names, the family found four empty cots and got ready to spend 
the rest of the night. Everyone seemed worried. Dad said, “Why 
don’t we pray,  God will watch over our house tonight?  So  they 
took turns and prayed to God.
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Intricacies of Feminism in the 
Modern World

In the beginning men and women were created together.  With 
growth of civilisation, increase in knowledge and development of 
the modern era the roles of each gender has transformed.  There 
has been gender bias for centuries and a woman represents the 
weaker sex.  Women have been worshipped as goddess but she 
also has faced brutality from time to time.

A lot of initiatives have been taken to mainstream women who 
have been manipulated and oppressed.  Patriarchy, reservation, 
partiality and equal rights for women have remained an 
unanswered question.  These come along with advantages and 
disadvantages on its own.  The advantage is the fact that women 
will finally make their way to a place where everyone’s say matters 
while taking a decisions.  Secondly, it encourages women to 
come out of their usual roles and achieve her dreams.  Now, 
disadvantage lies in the whole concept of reservation, it gives a 
vibe that women are sort of marginalised.  It is important to take 
away this perception from the minds of the people and look at it 
as an opportunity to be represented equally.

Similarly, the ‘Beti Bachhao, Beti Padao’ campaign has also been 
put in place to uplift the people who see women as a burden.  
The initiative has started to reduce the disparity in sex ratio, a 
phenomenon brought about by mass female foeticide.  
Government has provided more facilities for the girl child in terms 
of education and job opportunities in order to make a statement 
that – ‘girls are worth it too!’

There needs to be initiatives that need to be put in place.  
Beginning from the first wave of feminism in the 19th century, 
women have come a long way from being given the freedom 
to vote to becoming the President of a country.  It has also given 
them the opportunity to come out together in times of 
exploitation and abuse, making them stronger as days go by.

Subin Jones S M
II  B.Com. 
Courtesy – Wikipedia  

The Beautiful Hands of a Teacher
We need them in life’s early age,
We need them again at its close,
The warm clasp of her tender hands are
The beautiful hands of a teacher!

We seek them when in need 
At the school, each day when we feel
The touch that stirs our depths are
The beautiful hands of a teacher!
 
When we wander and are tempted
In the pathways of shame and depression,
The hands that absolve not once but again… 
The beautiful hands of a teacher!

 When we take life’s decision
Other hands may prepare to take us away,
The hand that gives us courage are
The beautiful hands of a teacher!

As we take a step forward in life’s journey
May our hands be as strong as our teacher.
God bless them and keep them safe,
As they are the beautiful hands of my teacher!

Sharon Priscilla David
III BCA 
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Top Five Young and Dynamic 
Indian Politicians 

Politics is seldom chosen as a career in India.  Political veterans 

keep calling for millennials to join their political parties but a very 

few young names are registered under their youth wings.

This nation has the world’s fastest growing economy and the 

youth is its driving force.  Though there are a few chances for 

the youth to represent the parliament, the presence of more 

experienced candidates carrying a legacy or candidates coming 

from an influential background are ahead in the line for the ticket.

During the past few years youngsters are addressing sensitive 

issues and are becoming the voice of India.  Indian politics is 

looking up to 5 dynamic young politicians who hold a great 

potential to make a mark.

Chirag Paswan

The son of Union Minister, Ram Vilas Paswan, Chirag contested in 

2014 election from Jamui constituency in Bihar as Lok Janshakti 

Party candidate.  Paswan officially joined politics and ever since 

he has been actively participating in political campaigns and also 

owns an NGO.

Jaiveer Shergill

Shergill is the youngest spokesperson of Congress and is a 

practising lawyer in the Supreme Court.  He is also involved in 

various high-profile cases.  He has been the youngest person to 

be appointed as the Co-Chairman of the Congress Legal Cell for 

Punjab.

Aditya Thackeray

The grandson of Bal Thackeray and the son of Uddhav Thackeray, 

Aditya having served as the President of Shiv Sena’s youth wing, 

Yuva Sena since 2010.  The young politician has many other talents 

too, his first book of poems – ‘My Thoughts in White and Black’ was 

published in 2007.  He also wrote eight songs for a private album 

‘Ummeed’.

Pritam Gopinathrao Munde

The daughter of former BJP leader Gopinath Munde, she first 

came to limelight when she was elected in a by-election for the 

Beed constituency in 2014.  She is an active medical practitioner in 

Dermatology, Venereology and Leprosy.  Munde is serving as 

a member of the committee on Welfare of Other Backward 

Classes.  She is also on the standing committee of Health and 

Family Welfare.

Vikramaditya Singh

Singh happens to be the youngest legislator in the present 

state assembly, graduated in arts from Delhi University.  He was 

appointed as the President of Himachal Pradesh Youth Congress 

in 2013.  The son of a six-time Chief Minister – Virbhadra Singh, 

Vikramaditya is an ardent rifle shooter and represented Himachal 

Pradesh at the National  Level and even won a bronze medal at 

a shooting competition.  He started Himachal Pradesh sports, 

cultural and environment association.

Sai Praveen

I M.Com.

Source:  Entrepreneur Media 

Chirag Paswan Jaiveer Shergill Aditya Thackeray Pritam Gopinathrao 
Munde

Vikramaditya Singh
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NEW DEVELOPMENTS

HIGH SCHOOL

Renovation and facelift of the Lowry Higher Secondary School (ICSE/ISC)

e-library

Lowry Kids play area
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DISPENSARY &
GUEST ROOMS

Mrs. Manjula Prajwal
Campus Nurse

GUEST ROOMS

PRAYER GARDEN

Under construction

The proposed project
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OUR NEW CAMPUS PLAN
North-West View



CAFETERIA

The proposed project

Under construction

Education Block 

Computer Science Block 

PROPOSED BLOCKS
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PROPOSED BLOCKS

Management Block

Commerce Block

ADVERTISEMENTS
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Consultants
Astrology

Match Making 
Vaastu  

Gems & Rudraksha Therapy  
Numerology  

Pronology  
Pyramid Solution  
Dream Predictor  

Ashta Mangala Prasanna  
Fengshui Vastu    

Yantra & Mantra Pooja (All Kinds of pooja undertaken)

Counselling 
Pre & Post Marriage / Kids & Parents

for Appointment Call: 93535 73830

# 5M 408/A, 1st Floor, 5th Main Road, (East of NGEF) Near Uttam Sagar, 
Ramurthy Nagar, Bangalore - 560 016

Sangeetha M
Astrologer

99804 74183
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Seventh-day Adventist Secondary School
(Affiliated to ICSE Council, New Delhi)

School Code KA 011
(LKG TO  std. X)

Seventh-day Adventist High School
(Recognised by the Government of Karnataka)

School Code: AN 063
( std. VIII TO std. X)

(Recognised by the Government of Karnataka)
College Code: AN 230

Seventh-day Adventist Pre-university College
No. 98, Spencer Road, Fraser town, Bengaluru-560 005.

Phone No:080-25514606/25552046, E.mail:sdapucollege@gmail.com

Mr. Nixon Kujur
Treasurer

Mr. Issac Abraham
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Mrs. Sheela Daniel
Headmistress

SCIENCE
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COMMERCE
1. History, Economic, Business Studies, Accountancy

2. Computer Science, Economic, Business studies, Accountancy

COURSES OFFERED
English, Kannada, Hindi, Tamil

  

Mr. Sujaya Kumar
Vice-Principal
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